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Dr. Dunn EYE ON THE BALL
issues
challenge
in speech
By TOMMY DILLARD
Staff Writer
Murray State University
President Dr. Randy Dunn urged
a crowd of educators to fight
against lax standards in teacher
and administrator training
as the keynote
speaker at the
2007 Harry M.
Sparks
Distinguished
Lecture
Tuesday afternoon.
Dunn's
Dunn
speech, titled
"Whither
Goest
Teacher
Education?," began with his citing of a recent study that called
university-based
preparation
programs for school administrators some of the weakest programs in graduate schools. The
study, conducted by Arthur E.
Levine, president of Teachers
College at Columbia University,
called educational administration "a troubled field" and raised
questions about the preparedness of educators who are coming out of programs with lower
standards.
Dunn condemned overprescriptiveness of state legislatures trying to fix teacher education but said there was a counter-pressure to prescriptiveness
that is more damaging.
"There's this notion that anyone can get into the field," Dunn
said. "We're seeing a move to
proprietaries, non-traditional
University of Phoenix-types
start to get in this game.
"We have to look at educational administration as a knowledge-based
profession
as
opposed to a craft."
Duna said the field is suffering from the actions of university presidents and others who
"submit,to the notion that anyone can get into teacher education."
-There's a danger that we're
weakening what it means to be a
teacher," he said.
Speaking from Alexander
Hall, Dunn said colleges of education need to connect themselves more to the professional
world and need to attempt to
emulate the professional field,
something he said Murray State
does a good job of.
"We are a professional field,"
Dunn said. "We need to quit trying to copy departments of
English; we nerd to stop beating
ourselves up trying to be like the
liberal arts. We have classroom
practices in our field that have as
much statistical validity behind
them as medical surgical procedures."
He predicted that higher education will begin to see the
increased emphasis placed on
test scores that has already infiltrated pnmary and secondary
education.
"In K-12, we've seen
accountability dwindle down to
a test score and that's drifting up
to higher education." Dunn said.
"Accountability is going to
mean looking at test scores of
students of teachers that come
out of our institutions. That

Greenfield
pleads to
charges

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Carter Reid, 7, of Murray takes a hack at this pitch during the Murray State University Hitting Camp,
Tuesday at Reagan Field in Murray, Ky.

Collins named nation's

II See Page 2A

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray Middle School teacher Ann Greenfietli
pleaded guilty to three misdemeanor drug charges 41
Calloway County District Court Tuesday.
Standing with Murray Attorney Mark Blankenshii,
Greenfield entered guilty pleas on misdemeanor
charges of possession of marijuana, possession of drug
paraphernalia and conspiracy to obtain marijuana (less
than 8 ounces) during action before District Judge
Randy Hutchens.
Until this week. Greenfield had faced only two misdemeanor drug charges in district court; however
Blankenship said that the "conspiracy to obtain"
charge was added after KSP sought to press for a trafficking count. She had initially been charged by
Kentucky State Police with felony conspiracy to traffic a controlled substance within 1,000 yards of a
school, but a Calloway County grand jury did not
indict her on that charge.
"That felony charge was dropped by the grand jury,
but then the police officer went back to (County
Attorney David) Harrington and went for a misdemeanor charge," Blankenship said after the court
appearance. "So they went back and reinstated a misdemeanor charge in district court. We decided to just
be rid of that charge today in the same agreement."
Greenfield was arrested Feb. 22 after allegedly trying to purchase marijuana from someone she didn't
know • was Kentucky State Police Trooper Trevor
Pervine. She had reportedly dialed a wrong number
given to her by a third person:
After being contacted by Greenfield, Pervine
aed a meeting between the two. Althougb
that with Peeving,sem did not peddiellelefft

top school rem) ce officer
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Calloway County Deputy Kenny
Collins, school resource officer at
Calloway County High School, has
been named the National SRO of
the Year for 2007. The announcement was made Tuesday during a
press conference in the CCHS
Media Center.
Collins will be recognized July
26 during an awards luncheon at the
National School Resource Officers
Conference at Disney's Coronado
Springs resort in Orlando, Fla.
"When Sheriff Bill Marcum
called me into his office and told me
of my selection, I was stunned. This
is overwhelming," Collins said. "It
is just great."
However, he stressed that, to
him, this was not an individual
award, but rather a team effort. "I
can't say enough about everyone. I
work with the greatest team there is
— from Sheriff Marcum to all of the
school administrators, the faculty
and the students."
Collins said he believes there are
a lot of great resource officers
across the nation who are deserving
of the award, and he wanted to send
a special thanks to the selection
committee.
"I guess you could say it was my
time," he smiled and said.
He noted that the Kentucky
Center for School Safety, along with
CCHS Principal Yvette Pile and
Marcum, had entered him into the
nomination process. Collins said his
wife was also excited and proud of
the recognition.
"I had no doubt that Officer
Collins had the qualifications, personality and experience to represent
our nation as School Resource
Officer of the Yeal"... Pile said. "I
just had no doubt.She said a formal reception in his
honor would be scheduled for early

750

drugs and left the meeting. However she was stopped
by Pervine and other KSP officers a short time later
when police allegedly found a small "one-hitter" pipe
containing a small amount of marijuana and residue in
her purse during a search of her car.
Hutchens consented to a plea proposal presented by
Blankenship and agreed to by Harrington that would
allow Greenfield to serve 10 days of a 180-day sentence in jail; however she will be allowed out of jail as
'needed on work release.
The remaining 170 days of the sentence is suspend,ed as long as Greenfield obeys the terms of the two-

See Page 2A

LAKEFtS' LEADER

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Kenny Collins, front center, school resource officer at Calloway
County High School, has been named the National SRO of the Year.
The announcement was made Tuesday during a press conference in
the CCHS Media Center. Pictured, front row, from left, are; Yvette
Pyle, CCHS principal; Collins; and Bnan Wilmurth, CCHS assistant
principal; back fOW,from left, Steve Hoskins, Calloway County school
superintendent; Bill Marcum, Calloway County sheriff; and Bill
Cowan, CCHS athletic director.

August around the start of the new
school year.
_
Calloway
County„..--School
Superintendent Ste4-e Hoskins
noted,"I am very pleased to see him
getting the recognition that he
deserves. He is an asset to CCHS
and the entire school system. He
does a lot to help everyone. This is a
prestigious honor that follows up on
him receiving the state award last
year."
Marcum said Collins is very
deserving of the award and he has
worked hard to earn it.
-It's a great honor. He's an excellent choice for the recognition, and
it well represents him, the county
and the high school. He receives
tremendous support from the school

system, its faculty and its administrators. It's a real team effort,Marcum said.
In 2006 Collins was named the
SRO Officer of the Year for the
State of Kentucky by the Kentucky
Association of School Resource
Officers. And just last month,
Calloway County Middle School
Resource Officer Karen Garland
was named the top School Resource
Officer in Region 1 by the Kentucky
Association of School Resource
Officers.
A native of Murray, Collins has
been with the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department since 1985.
He graduated from Murray High

II See Page 2A

CHAEL DANN / Ledger & Tines

Newly-named Calloway County basketball
coach Bruce Lane, facing camera, is greeted by
Lakers Athletic Director Bill Cowan following
Lane's press conference in the Media Center at
the high school Tuesday afternoon. Lane
replaces Terry Birdsong, who was named
Monday as the coach at Graves County. Read
more about Lane in today's Ledger sports section.
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pick-up
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Murray Police Department
• Criminal mischief was reported at Thornton Tile at 8.03 a.m.
Monday after someone spray-painted the building. Extra patron)
by MPD were requested
• Ronnie Shearer. 54, of Hardin, was served a warrant on a
charge of terroristic threatening at 10.17 a.m. at Calloway County
Jail
OVERLAND PARK, Kan.
• A theft at Peddler's Mall was reported at 11:03 a.m.
• A shoplifting report was taken at 1138 a.m. at Food Giant. (AP) — A young, goateed man
Dawn Kubiak. 35. of Springville, Tenn., was charged with theft by videotaped leaving a Target
store moments before the apparunlawful taking under $300
ent abduction of an I8-year-old
• A theft report was taken 407 B Fourth Street at 12. 14 p.m.
woman from the adjoining park• A theft was reported around 1:05 p.m. at 909 Coldwater Road.
ing lot is being
• Criminal mischief was reported at 2:11 p.m at 404 S. 101h
sought
for
Street
• A complainant filed a theft report around 3:32 p.m. at the MPD
questioning,
station.
investigators
• A bicycle was reported stolen around 5:43 p.m. at 742 Nash.
said.
• A theft was reported at 426 a m. Tuesday at 309 South Fifth
The
man
Street
had not been
Marshall County Sheriff's Department
identified and
• Brandon Jestes, 18, of Hardin, and an unnamed male juvenile
was not being
were charged at 11.28 p.m with possession of marijuana and
called a suspossession of drug paraphernalia after a strong smell of marijuapect, but he
na wee detected ,trt their, parked vehicle Both were released and
might
hays
Smith
are due to appear later this month in Marshall County District
information
Court
about the disappearance of
— Information is obtained from reports, Kelsey Smith, Overland Put
logs and citations from various agencies
Police Chieflotut Douglas said.
TOMMY DILLARD/Ledger & Times
Kelsey's parents, Greg and Murray State University President Dr. Randy Dunn, left, chats with Fred Schultz. Schultz, a forMissy Smith, said today on "The
mer superintendent with the Murray Independent School District, was named as winner of the
Early Show" that they do not
know the man in the surveil- Outstanding Educator of the Year Award.
lance video.
"None of our immediate family recognize him," Greg Smith
told CBS.
"We need to fight this, this
Before Dunn took the floor,
From Front
Staff Report
Police on Tuesday released
notion that everyone can come," Fred Schultz was given the
AURORA, Ky.
A Murray man faces multiple drug and trafsurveillance video showing an scares me.
Dunn said. "We're training pro- Outstanding Educator of the
fic charges following a traffic stop by the Marshall County Sheriff's
older-model Chevrolet pickup
"For all the discussion we fessionals, not running a boot Year Award. Schultz served as
Department.
truck that they believe was give to teacher education, it camp. We need to be proud of superintendent
of
Murray
Jason I. BlaIie. 24, was stopped by Deputy Don Tidwell at a
involved in the teen's disappear- probably accounts for 5 to 8 per- what we do as educators."
Independent Schools for 15
location west of Aurora Sunday after Tidwell allegedly saw Blake
ance Saturday. They earlier
He closed by warning educa- years and he assured audience
cent of student outcomes. There
throw a beer can out the window of his vehicle. Blake was allegedreleased video showing a
••
so many other intervening tors that the profession is facing members that products of
are
ly found to be intoxicated and in possession of manjuana dunng an
woman they believe is Smith
a critical time in which they Murray schools are top notch.
factors."
investigation.
being forced into her car.
Dunn warned administrators must make a choice regarding
Dunn said he felt privileged
Blake was charged with driving under the influence, having an
Just before 7 p.m. Saturday.
open alcoholic beverage in his vehicle, possession of marijuana. the 1970s-model pickup pulled not to be afraid to exit students the direction it takes. "We're to be invited to be a part of the
possession of drug paraphernalia, criminal littenng. failure to wear
into the parking lot aisle where who don't have what it takes in going to go down a path that distinguished series, held yearly
a seat belt and having no vehicle insurance. Fie was lodged in
Smith had parked about one teacher and administrator educa- says 'Everyone can do this, any- by the College of Education.
Marshall Count) Detention Center and his automobile was
"I feel fortunate to join such a
minute earlier, police said. A tion programs. Students in such one can prepare' or we're going
impounded.
man is seen leaving the pickup programs need to be evaluated to go down a path that says distinguished group of individuand going into the Target store based on content knowledge, 'Here is what it takes to be a als," he said.
Smith had entered.
skills and disposition, he said.
teacher.—
The Dexter-Almo Water District will be turning off the water
north of the bridges on Radio Rd Triskana Dr, all of Dexter and
everything north of Charley Miller Rd to repair a fire hydrant in
• ••
Dexter Thursday The water will be shut off at 1 p m and should
be off about four hours
teacher in Murray Independent Schools by a concerning a felony perjury charge against
If you have any questions please call the office at 753-9101 From Front
Kentucky Board of Education tribunal last Greenfield, who is accused of making a
or after hours call 753-5297 or 753-1591
year agreement.
week.
false statement to the grand jury during an
Under the proposal. Greenfield must pay
The tribunal suspended Greenfield for investigation of the drug charges.
411 court costs and fines, remain free of any two years without pay to return to the classHutchens pointed out that the district
Or additional drug charges, under- room in August 2009 if she abides by the court agreement regarding Greenfield's plea
-drt
go drug counseling and be subject to ran- requirements.
on drug charges would remain in force even
sagscreerungs. The latter two requireBlankenship told Hutchens that basically if Circuit Judge Dennis Foust rejects any
ments were included in the agreement fol- the same agreement would be presented for agreement on the felony charge.
lowing Greenfield's reinstatement as a appro% al in Calloway County Circuit Court

Littering leads to
Murray man's arrest

IN Dunn issues ...

Dexter-Almo Water Notice

•Greenfield pleads
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Richards says no to special session:

kentuckylnBrief
Storms make brief visit to Ky.,
provide little drought relief

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's two top legislative
leaders disagreed Tuesday on
whether Gov. Ernie Fletcher
should call the General
Assembly into a special session
later this summer to deal with
possible tax incentives for energy companies.
House
Speaker
Jody
Richards, who heads the
Democrat-controlled House,
said Fletcher should not call
state lawmakers back to
Frankfort to deal with that and
possibly other matters when he
returns from a trade visit to
Japan and China. Richards said
the governor had not proven that
possible matters on the agenda
— such as new tax incentives
for energy companies — are
urgent enough to warrant a special session.

Thunderstorms blew through parts of Kentucky on Tuesday, leasing thousands without power for a time and dropping enough hail to
make the ground look covered in snow in one central Kentucky
community, a National Weather Service employee said.
The storms knocked down a few trees, tore the roof off a
Jessamine County fire station and damaged a Shelby County barn,
officials said. There were no reports of injuries.
Jessamine County Fire District's Station 6 on U.S. 68 had its flat
roof taken off by high winds. Metal decking and framework
remained intact.
"There's water damage throughout the whole station," Jessamine
Fire Chief Mike Rupard said. "I mean, there's water pouring in
everywhere."
About 4,500 Louisville Gas & Electric customers were without
power late in the afternoon. Most of the outages were in far-eastern
Jefferson County near Creswood and Pewee Valley, The CourierJournal reported. Most had been resolved by evening.
About 1,800 Kentucky Utilities customers had their pdwer
knocked out temporarily. Affected customers were in the High
Bridge community of Jessamine County, parts of Harrodsburg and
northern Boyle County, the Lexington Herald-Leader reported.
About 300 customers across Fayette County were without power,
the newspaper said.

Ex-officer's file shows disciplinary
actions

Without advance consensus,
such matters should wait until
the General Assembly returns in
2008, said Richards, D-Bowling
Green.
"I said up front, I'm never in
favor of special sessions unless
they're really needed, and I've
never been in favor unless
agreement,"
there's
total
Richards said in a telephone
interview.
Senate President David
Williams, meanwhile, said at
least one or two companies may
be considering facilities in
Kentucky, and the state should
work on possible tax incentives
sooner rather than later.
Williams, R-Burkesville, said
Fletcher should aim for scheduling the session for early July.
If no agreement between the
two chambers can be reached,
then the governor should wait
until later in the year and call

Suit claims •Kenny Collins ...
state police
conspiracy

LOUISVILLE, Ky..(AP) — A retired police officer who authorities say shot a driver in a shopping center parking lot after an argument was facing a citizen complaint when he retired from the
Jeffersontown Police Department in February.
The disciplinary file of Richard Koenig, 50, was released
Tuesday and showed that he served at least three suspensions, had
four chargeable traffic accidents, twice lost his take-home vehicle
and was warned more than a dozen times for violating department
policies. About 20 letters of commendation for actions he took were
also included in the file, The Courier-Journal reported.
Koenig was an officer with the department for 20 years.
Darren Pickerill, 33, was wounded Sunday afternoon when the
men came to a four-way stop in a grocery parking lot. A verbal argument followed over who had the right of way, then gunfire broke
out, Jeffersontown Police Chief Rick Sanders said.
Pickerill remained hospitalized Tuesday night with gunshot
wounds to his left arm, chest and head. Roxanne Marling, Pickerill's
sister, said Pickerill cannot speak, open his eyes or move all of his
limbs.
Both men legally had .40-caliber semiautomatic handguns with
them. Sanders did not say whether Pickerill fired his weapon.
Police have said Koenig reported shooting in self-defense.
Police were continuing to investigation, and no charges had been
filed.

From Front

•

AG's office reviewing blogger's
access to state phone records
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The state attorney general's office is
looking into how a former top aide to Gov. Ernie Fletcher obtained
thousands of state phone records dating back to the administration
of Fletcher's predecessor.
A "preliminary review" is being done to determine whether the
situation warrants further scrutiny, said Vicki Glass, a spokeswoman
for the attorney general's office.
Brett Hall, Fletcher's former spokesman, recently posted written 1
phone messages on his Web site that he claimed were taken for State
Auditor Crit Luallen during her tenure as Cabinet Secretary in former Gov. Paul Patton's administration.
Last week Hall took down a posting at the Fletcher campaign's
request that contained a derogatory term in reference to the governor's May 2007 Republican primary opponent. former U.S. Rep.
Anne Northup.
Hall told The (Louisville, Ky.) Courier-Journal last week he
obtained the message through an open records request. It was one of
more than 19,0(X) messages from various people that were left for
Luallen. Hall said. Hall later said that he did not obtain the messages
through open records but through a confidential source that no
longer works in state government.
Hall told The Associated Press on Tuesday he regrets what he
told the newspaper but didn't break the law. Hall said he was protecting his source's identity.
'This is a First Amendment case," Hall said. -It involves, basically, freedom of information and I'm going to protect my source."

Gov, names acting 'GOLD' commish
FRANKFORT, Ky. t AP)— Gov. Ernie Fletcher has appointed an
acting
,commissioner at the Governor's Office for Local
Development, after the agency's former head left for a job as chairman of the state Republican Party.
Fletcher's office announced Tuesday he had picked Colleen B.
Chaney, the agency's deputy commissioner and executive director
of the state grants office, to be the acting commissioner.
The vacancy was created after former commissioner Steve
Robertson resigned on Saturday to lead the state GOP Party during
Fletcher's re-election bid this fall.
Robertson replaced Gail Russell who was serving on an interim
basis after former chairman Darrell Brock stepped down earlier this
year.
Brock also left the GOLD office to be the state GOP chairman.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A one-time investigator for the
Kentucky Justice and Public
Safety Cabinet is suing three
current and one former state
troopers, claiming they conspired to trump up a case without evidence.
Steve
O'Daniel
of
Nicholasville, who was acquitted in May on a single count of
forgery, said in a lawsuit that
Maj. Mike Sapp, Sgt. Bobby
Motley, Detective Bill Riley and
retired Sgt. Gary Martin withheld evidence until they felt
compelled to produce it in
response to O'Daniel's requests.
The suit was filed Monday in
Court.
Franklin
Circuit
O'Daniel is seeking an unspecified amount in damages.
A grand jury charged
O'Daniel in October in connection to his purchase of a 1975
Corvette.0 Daniel was accused
of forging documents in order to
get the title of the car in his
name when he learned shortly
after buying the vehicle that it
was stolen.
O'Daniel was a veteran state
police officer before he left for
Attorney
Kentucky
the
General's Office in early 2004.
He was fired Oct. 19, one day
after the indictment.
Lt. Phil
Police
State
Crutnpton said Sapp, Motley
and Riley would not comment
on pending litigation.
Martin said O'Daniel's allegations have no merit.
"We did everything by the
book in the prosecution. I've
worked on much more important cases than this in my 27
years with the state and I've
never been sued before," Martin
said. "It looks like they have
pulled tidbits from grand jury
testimony, courtroom testimony
and various parts of their anatomy to file this lawsuit."
There's evidence that state
police withheld exculpatory evidence from the special prosectrtor in the case, said O'Daniel's
attorney, Thomas Clay of
Louisville.
O'Daniel claims the four men
investigated him from March
21, 2006, through,* May 18,
2007, for alleged forgery. He
claimed they were told by their
superiors to transfer any investigation of him to another lawenforcement entity but they
refused to comply with the
orders.

School in 1975 and that year
started to work with the Angels
of Mercy Ambulance Service. In
1985 he went to work part-time
as a deputy for former Calloway
County Sheriff J.D. Williams.
He retired from the ambulance
service in 1993 and became a
full-time deputy in 2001 with
former sheriff Stan Scott when
he became the CCHS resource
officer.
He said he enjoys working
with the students and occasionally teaches about various laws
to history classes or drivers education classes.
Collins also assists with other
programs. During the school
year, he promotes and participates in Prom Promise, the
Kentucky Crime Prevention
Fatal
Driving
Coalition
Simulation Experience, the
Drive to Stay Alive program.
presents drug and alcohol prevention initiatives in the classroom and supports and promotes
Project Graduation.
During the summer months
Collins is assigned by the
Sheriff's Office to the Calloway
County Judicial Building where
he provides security for the
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for school-based law enforcement offillors. «alatnalsitidaaimastrators and school security/safety professionals working as part- :
ners to protect students, school
faculty and staff and the schools
they attend."
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court system, serves papers and
assists with transportation as
needed.
According to its Web site, the
National Association of School
Resource Officers (NASRO) is
a "not-for-profit organization

Wishes to thank the following sponsors and
volunteers who made this year's event a success:

"WIN FREE GAS FOR A

110445Q3

Photo provided
Kenny'Collins (center), school resource officer at Calloway
County High School, participates in a training exercise
recently at CCHS. It was announced Tuesday that Collins
has been named the National SRO of the Year.

2007
Murray Rotary
Soap Box Derby

VISIT ONE OF OUR OPEN HOUSES IN KENTUCKY
/ SATURDAY, JUNE 9TH • 1:00-3:00 P.M. TO ENTER THE

Olson

lawmakers back even without $370 million worth of university'
an agreement, Williams said.
building projects he vetoed last.;
"There's still a good chance," year.
Williams said of the prospects
Last week, Richards said he-,
for a special session later this favored convening in a special,.
year.
sessiort to handle urgent matters'
A special session would cost that could not wait. He also said
state government about $60,000 then that an energy bill, with--'
benefits for companies that
per day, Richards said.
Fletcher, after meeting with uefy coal into fuel, needed the
legislative leaders late last legislature's attention. But.
week, said he was planning to details about the company or the?
call state lawmakers into a spe- possible tax incentives had not cial session and ask them to yet been provided by the goverwork on an energy-related bill nor's office, Richards said.
Robbie Rudolph, executive
:
.
that would provide tax incentives for firms that build facili- secretary of the governor's cabities in Kentucky. He said at least net, said in a statement that.
would
continue-,
one company was considering Fletcher
"a significant investment" in advancing legislation.
Kentucky and that a tax incen"It is best not to criticize or.,
tive package was needed.
say anything that would hamper
The governor said at the time the process,- Rudolph said in a
he might also ask the legislature statement read by spokeswoman
to consider approving about Jodi Whitaker.
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FORUM
Bush: Cold War is over

IN OUR OPINION

Soap Box
Success

By TERENCE HUNT
AP White House
Correspondent
PRAGUE, Czech Republic
(AP) — President Bush took
a double-barreled approach
Tuesday toward Russia's
Despite of a change of venue and some wet
Vladimir Putin as relations
weather, the 8th Annual Murray Rotary Club Soap
between Washington and
Box Derby was another success.
Moscow fell deeper into an
icy chill.
From the activities that too)c place Friday
Stop backsliding on demoevening, with the young racers getting their first
reforms. Bush scolded
cratic
16th
of
instead
Street
Main
down
g
runnin
of
taste
leader.
Russian
the
Street to challenges issued by "adults" to race
worry about a
don't
But
larger soap box derby-type cars, to the crowning
U.S. missile defense system
of Bailey Kennedy and Ricky Lowman as respecin Europe. Bush assured him.
'The ('old War is over,"
tive stock and super-stock champions, organizers
Bush promised.
and contestants should be proud of the entertainThe two leaders won't see
ment they brought to Murray.
each other until Wednesday
Downtown Murray should be considered a win- and the opening of the annuner, too. It was an interesting change of pace from al summit of major powers
in Heiligendamin. Germany.
the 16th Street hill on Murray State's campus and
But Bush set the stage with
paroffered some additional opportunities for kids,
a series of remarks in
ents and spectators.
Prague before flying to Germany.
Granted, the race course wasn't exactly a
Sixth
and
Fifth
n
betwee
ll
"Russia is not our
downhi
shot
t
straigh
- Bush emphasized
a
day
enemy,
for
ed
detour
be
to
had
traffic
and
streets,
threatened to
Putin
after
and a half, but who doesn't appreciate a few
retarget Russian missiles on
twists and turns along the way? It makes the
Europe if a U.S. missile
journey much more exciting.
shield is erected.
at
looks
tee
In a swift turn of events.
commit
Club
Rotary
the
We hope
joined Russia in critiChina
Square
ouse
Courth
the
at
derby
the
continuing
the U.S. anti-missile
cizing
location, but having such an event like this in
system. Then. Bush faulted
Murray remains the biggest plus.
both Russia and China for
and
troubled records on
derby
their
the
of
s
winner
We congratulate the
democracy.
l
Nationa
the
for
Ohio
Akron,
in
wish them success
The accusations and finger
Soap Box Derby. And we also congratulate each
pointing created a tense
participant for giving it their all.
atmosphere for the annual
Another well-done event for Murray all the way 'summit of leaders of the
world's most prosperous
around!
nations. Even before the missile shield dispute, the three• • •
day meeting faced disagreements on issues ranging from
global warming to aid for
Africa
In the evening. Bush
arrived in Germany unhappy.
about news from home. Just
after Air Force One lifted
off from Prague, the president learned that former
White House aide I. Lewis
" Libby was sen"Scooter
to
go
Another round ot congratulations should
tenced to 2 1/2 years in
Kenny Collins, the school resource officer at Calprison for lying and obstructing the investigation into the
loway County High School, who was honored
of leak of a CIA operative's
Tuesday as the National School Resource Officer
identity.
the Year.
Bush "felt temble" for
year,
last
honors
ide
state-w
Collins, who earned
and his family.
Libby
will be recognized at a national conference in
spokeswoman Dana Penno
said, She would not comOrlando, Fla., next month:-ment on. whether Bush might
Obviously this award shows the dedication
pardon Libby.
has
he
someday
respect
the
and
job
his
for
has
Collins
relations are
-Russia
but
U.S
from the administration and staff at CCHS,
than they
worse
arguably
ves.
themsel
perhaps more importantly the students
have been at. any time since
s
system
It is good to know that our school
the collapse of the Soviet
Union. with bitter differences
have dedicated individuals taking these roles to
across a range of issues.
provide security on our school campuses and it's
White House officials say
good to know that our community has the
they have been surpnsed by
nation's best.
the depth of Putin's anger
Congratulations again Officer Collins!
over the missile defense

Calloway High SRO
Kenny Collins earns
national '07 honor

C4it6r4WItc.0,14
be targeting."
will
facilities
at true threats."
plan.
Prague,
leaving
Before
to
Putin
invited
Bush
'Many ordinary Czechs
Bush spoke at a democracy
cooperatt on missile defensworry the defense shield
forum and met with about
es. "Why don't you particicould make them terrorist
30 political dissidents from
pate with the United States,"
targets. Czech President
ask
would
he
around the world.
said
Bush
those
raised
Klaus
Vaclav
Putin when they meet.
"China's leaders believe
concerns during a meeting
"Please send your generals
that they can continue to
with Bush in the medieval
over to see how such a sysPrague Castle.
open the nation's economy
tem would work. Send your
without also opening its
"It is very important that
scientists."
political system. We diswe win maximum support
The White House called
agree,- Bush said to
for this project of the Czech
to Putin's remarks
attention
sensitive
very
are
public who
applause from the audience.
in an NBC News interview
to those issues.- Klaus said,
"In Russia, reforms that once
seven years ago when he
standing alongside Prime
promised to empower citizens
suggested that nations join in have been derailed, with
Minister Mirek Topolanek.
a common effort on missile
The Czech Republic would
troubling implications for
defense against rogue nuclear
radar
ile
house the anti-miss
democratic development."
powers.
system. while Poland would
He softened the criticism
"Such mechanisms are
be the site for interceptor
saying "America can
by
our
possible if we pool
rockets.
a friendship and
maintain
efforts and direct them
'The people of the Czech
a nation toward democpush
the
ing
neutraliz
towards
Republic don't have to
racy at the same time."
threats against the United
choose between being a
or
Bush also prodded key
allies,
our
Russia,
States,
States.
fnend to the United
allies in the war on terrorEuropa. in gianaral.- Puna
or a friemal with.
ism — Egypt, Saudi Arabia,
said then. "We have such
added Bush. "You can be
and Pakistan — "to move
proposals, and we intend to
discuss them with President'
toward freedom."
With nerves jangled by
"
Clinton.
felt
The conference was hosted
Bush
.
the rising tensions
A Kremlin official disputby Natan Sharansky, a forit necessary to state what
ed Bush's assessment of
mer prisoner of the Soviet
has been obvious for about
Russia's democracy and
regime who has continued to
two decades: 'The Cold War
questioned his assertions
champion freedom, and foris over. It ended," he said.
about missile defenses.
mer Czech President Vaclav
Bush said the sole purcontinubeen
has
"Russia
Havel, who led the Velvet
system
defense
the
of
pose
ously moving to strengthen
Revolution that ended comis to defend against a rogue
its democracy,- said Dmitry
munism in the former
regime: U.S. officials say he
Peskov, a deputy chief
Czechoslovakia in 1989.
was talking about Iran and
Kremlin spokesman who is
North Korea.
Bush will spend three
Germany for the summit.
in
in the Baltic Sea resort
"As I've told President
days
"Russia is a democratic state
Heiligendamm, which has
Putin, Russia is not our
of
that shares European values."
enemy," Bush said. "The
been encircled by an 8-foot,
"As for U.S. assurances
enemy of a free society such
razor wire-topped fence to
that missile defense sites in
as ours would be a radical,
hold back demonstrators.
Eastern and Central Europe
or extremists, or a rogue
Along with Putin. Bush will
Russia,
aren't aimed against
regime trying to blackmail
joined by the leaders of
be
we regrettably have failed to
the free world in order to
. Britain. France,
Germany
promote its ideological objec- receive explanations of the
and Canada.
Japan
Italy,
feasibility of this anti-missile
tives. And so my attitude on
China's Hu !intim will be
have
we
though
even
shield
missile defense is, is that
among a group of other
had continuous contacts on
this is a purely — it's not
leaders who will meet on
said.
Peskov
levels,different
—
my attitude, it's the truth
the summit sidelines with the
an
received
it's a purely defensive meas- "Nor have we
G8 leaders.
ure. aimed not at Russia, but explanation whom these
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Please bear with me as I write rri
nest three newspaper columns about a
Murray State history course that I
recently taught This was only the
third time that I used my hand at HIS
“If. Sports in America. I first taught the
course at Williams
Baptist College in
1994, and then, after
coming to Murray
State, I taught it
again in 2000 It
had been seven years.
however, since 'T got
up the cottrage to
teach the course
again, this time in a
two-week summer
school course
By James
When I mention to
Duane Bolin
curious sou! that
some
Ledger & Times
I recently taught a
Columnist
sports history course.
I notice a slight lifting of an eyebrow.
followed by. -Oh. how interesting or
'That must be fun.- Sometimes
notice outright smirks before the con
venation is quickly turned to another
suhtect This is a different reaction
trom what I get if I tell someone that
I 'taught a class in Arnencan history or
Kentucky history I understand
The first sports history .•ourse that I
knew anything about was taught by Dr.
Bert Nelli, my professor at the University of Kentucky. Dr Nelli directed
my dissertation on Kentucky and southAteriagait4-.---anti-he also introduced me
so the history ot sports as a ngorous
topic wrathy of disciplined historical

"Tr

1

analysis
Dr Nelli has published books about
the assimilation experience of Italian
Amencans in Chicago and. about the
"Business of ('rime," the title of a
path-breaking book about syndicate
crime in America. His latest book.
though. is "The Winning Tradition: A
History of Kentucky Wildcat Basketball" "A Winning Tradition.- published by the University Press of Kentucky, is out an a second edition, and a
third edition is in the works.
At UK, Dr Nelli taught a sports
history course, but he also taught a
course tfor history credit, mind you) on
the history of Kentucky Wildcat basketball. Now that really raised some eyebrows in the history profession!
I audited both of Dr. Nelli's courses
at UK. and then when I became a college professor myself. I decided to
teach the course after Dr. Nelli turned
over to me his extensive collection of
materials on Adolph Rupp and asked
me to complete a Rupp biography.
I proposed a new sports history
course at Williams Baptist College.
because the course had never been
taught before. hut here at Murray State.
the course. Sports in America, was
already in the university bulletin, having been taught years ago I according to
DT Terry Stneter, our department chair)
by Dr. Chuck Steffen Dr. Steffen has
gone on to teach in the history department at Georgia State University. but
the course remained in the catalog
The challenge for me has been to
convince students that the course
requires serious. disciplined study. So.
a

on the first day of class I stole an
idea from David Letterman, and presented to the class a top ten list, a list
of 'The Top Ten Things This Course Is
NOT!" HIS 330 Sports in America
was NOT to be:
10. A course where each class is
begun with a class singing of "Take
Me Out to the Baltgame."
9. A course where the professor provides popcorn, peanuts. and cracker
jacks for class refreshments.
8. A careful play-by-play review of
the national championship college football game.
7. A time set aside each morning to trade ba.seball cards.
6. A course that gives an automatic •
"A- to the student who has played the
most sports.
5. A course that requires minute
analysis of daily baseball box scores.
4_ A course'with a dress code:
Murray State Racers sportswear only.
3. A course with only two items on
the reading list: "Sports Illustrated"
and the "Sporting News."
2. A course for athletes only.
I. A celebration of sports in America
only!!!
America's sporting life is indeed a
cause for celebration. But it is much
more than that. I don't know when I
will try to teach HIS 330 Sports in
America again, but when I do I plan
to teach it for what it is In the
words of my friend and neighbor, Raymond Sims, a guest speaker in the
course, sports represents "a microcosm
of American society."
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Obituaries
Mrs. Elizabeth (Lisa) Newton
The funeral for Mrs. Fli7sheth (Lisa) Newton will be Thursday
at I p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. J.V. Kerley
and Billy Kennedy Jr. will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Marshall County Memory Gardens, Benton.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital, 501 St. Jude Pl., Memphis, TN 38105.
Mrs. Newton, 38, Moors Camp Highway, Benton, died Sunday,
June 3, 2007, at 12:35 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A homemaker, she was a member of Bethel Baptist Church. Her
father, Billy Tidwell, preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Paul Newton: one daughter,
Allyson Newton, and one son, Stephen Newton, all of Benton; her
mother, Mrs. Brenda Hancock Tidwell, one sister, Peggy Tidwell,
and one niece, Meyah Elisabeth Oliver, all of Murray; two brothers,
Billy Tidwell Jr., Nashville, Tenn., and Ed Tidwell, Raleigh, N.C.;
grandfather, Joe Ray Hancock, La Fayette, Ga.; grandmother, Mrs.
Lera Jane Kennedy, and mother-in-law, Mrs. Gwen Newton
Edwards, both of Paducah; several aunts, uncles, nieces and
nephews.

Miss Alice Sue Fairless
The funeral for Miss Alice Sue Fairless will be today
(Wednesday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Shelton_ Funeral Home,
Trenton, Tenn. Burial will follow in the Salem Church Cemetery.
Miss Fairless, 85, Trenton, formerly of Mut/ay. Ky., died
Saturday, June 2, 2007, at Trenton Healthcare Center.
A retired professor, she had taught at Murray State University
for over 30 years. She was a member of First Baptist Church,
Trenton, and a former member of First Baptist Church, Murray.
She was the daughter of the late L.G. and Anna Fairless.
Survivors include one brother, Charles W. Fairless and wife,
Dorothy. Trenton; two nephews, Gayle Fairless and wife, Lisa, and
Randell Fairless and wife, Shellie; five great-nieces and greatnephews. Andrew, Rosalyn, Melissa, Bryan and Chelsea Fairless.

Libby's attorneys rush
to stall prison sentence
in CIA leak investigation

Is

WASHINGTON (AP) Attorneys
I.
Lewis
for
"Scooter" Libby are preparing a
last-ditch effort to delay the former White House aide's 2 1/2year prison sentence,
Libby, the
former chief of
staff to Vice
President Dick
Cheney, was
sentenced
'Tuesday for
and
lying
obstructing the
CIA leak inves- Ubby
tigation. He became the highestranking White House official
sentenced to prison since the
Iran-Contra affair.
He requested leniency but a
federal judge said he would not
reward someone who hindered
the investigation into the exposure of a CIA operative, Valerie
Plame. Her husband had
accused the administration of
twisting intelligence to justify
the Iraq war.
-Mr. Libby failed to meet the
bar. For whatever reason, he got
off course," said U.S. District
Judge Reggie B. Walton, adding
that the evidence of Libby's
guilt was overwhelming.
Libby's attorneys immediately
sought to put the prison term on
hold until his appeals have run
out,
Walton said he saw no reason
to do so but reluctantly gave
Libby's
attorneys
until
Thursday to submit legal papers
on the issue.
Special Prosecutor Patrick
Fitzgerald- who had called for
Libby to spend up to three years
in prison - will oppose the
request.
"We need to make the statement that the truth matters ever'
so much," Fitzgerald said.
Delaying the sentence would

give President Bush more time
to consider calls from Libby's
allies to pardon the longtime
aide.
Bush, traveling in Europe,
declined to say Wednesday
whether he may pardon Libby.
"Yesterday was a very sad day
for Scooter and his family,"
Bush told reporters, adding' that
his "heart goes out" to them.
Libby did not apologize and
has maintained his ismonenato.
"It is respectfully my hope
that the court will consider,
along with the jury verdict, my
whole life," he said in brief
remarks in court before the sentencing, his first public statement about the case since his
indictment in 2005.
Libby was convicted of perjury and obstruction of justice
for lying to investigators about
his conversations with reporters
about Plame. Fitzgerald questioned Bush and Cheney in a
probe that became a symbol of
the administration's deepening
problems.
"Mr. Libby was the poster
child for all that has gone wrong
in this terrible war," said
defense attorney Theodore
Wells."He has fallen from public grace. It is a tragic fall, a
tragic fall."
A Republican stalwart, Libby
drew more than 150 letters of
support from military cornmanders and diplomats who
praised his government service
from the Cold War through the
early days of the Iraq war.
Walton also fined Libby
$250,000 and placed him on
two years probation after his
prison sentence expires.
There is no parole in the federal system. but Libby would be
eligible for release after two
years.
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Gates evokes memories of human
sacrifice at turning point in WW II
COLLEVILLE-SUR-MER,
France(AP)-Above a cliff of
silent. reminders, Defense
Secretary Robert Gates this
morning evoked the image of
fallen warriors to mark the 63rd
anniversary of the Normandy DDay landings that turned the tide
of World War II.
The bloody beach assault on
June 6, 1944 "unfolded as if it
were a lifetime" for the young
men who braved German guns,
Gates said, looking out upon a
vast field of white grave markers on a rainy, chilly day.
Gates attended the anniversary ceremony and dedication
today of a visitor's center at the
Normandy American Cemetery,
the burial ground for 9,387 war
dead, most of whom lost their
lives in the amphibious assault
and subsequent operations.
In remarks at the midday ceremony, Gates said U.S. and
allied soldiers landed at
Normandy
to
destroy
entrenched forces of oppression
"so that this nation, this continent and this world could one
day know the tidings of peace."
He tied the memory of
Normandy to the challenge of
today's war on terrorism.
"We once again face enemies
seeking to destroy our way of
life, and we are once again
engaged in an ideological struggle that may not find resolution
for many years or even
decades," he said.
Gates was accompanied by
the new French defense minister, Herve Morin. Gates used
their moment together to highlight the traditional bonds
between France and the United
States - ties that have been
badly strained recently by the
war in Iraq and other differences
between Paris and Washington.
"Minister Morin, events like
this also remind us of all we
have endured together remind us of our long history in
times of war arid in times of
peace-remind us of the shared
values that transcend whet differences we may have had in the
past, or may have in the present," Gates said.
In his own remarks, Morin
said D-Day has lasting importance for his country.
"For the French it was the
beginning of the advance of
freedom," he said.
When he arrived in Paris on
Tuesday evening Gates became
the first U.S. defense secretary
to visit the French capital in
nearly 10 years. In his
Normandy speech, Gates painted a painful sketch of the D-Day
misery and death, noting that it
was preceded on June 5 by the
movement of an enormous mass
of men and ships that sailed
across the English Channel.
"For those who were here,
the next day. June 6, unfolded as
if it were a lifetime," he said.
"Men who had only recently felt

Al
U.S. Ambassador to France Craig R. Stapleton, left, U.S. Secretary of defense Robert M
Gates, center, and French defense minister Herye Morin, right, stand at attention during a cer
emony held at the American cemetery, in Colleville-sur-Mer, western France. Wednesday
marking the 63rd anniversary of the D-Day landings in Normandy.
the warmth of their families now
felt the frigid waters of the
English Channel and the lonely
sands of a wartorn, wind-swept
beachhead.
"Men who had just a few
months earlier been boys in the
midst of adolescence suddenly
found themselves traversing a
warren of lethal obstacles on
beaches named Omaha, Utah.
Gold, Juno and Sword."
Gates recalled emotions of
young men facing death in a foreign land.
"Captain Frank Corder of
Texas stepped onto the beach
and, as bullets and bombs
whizzed by, said, 'This is no
place for Mrs. Corder's little
boy Frank,- Gates said.
"Ahead of Mrs. Corder's little boy and all the troops pushing inland still lay hundreds of
thousands of determined enemies ready to fight in the
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hedgerows and apple orshardsi_
of Normandy, in the forests of
the Ardennes and finally in the
narrow streets of German villages."
After the ceremony Gates
visited Pointe du Hoc, where
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U.S. Army Rangersscaled sheet,/
cliffs on D-Day. taking heavy
casualties, to overrun German
gun emplacements that were
cleemed_a•threat to the Omaha
Beach'landing.
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SPINFEST scheduled at Murray Middle School
Beth Stribling, director of
Murray Middle School Band,
said "Whether you might be
planning to audition for color
guard next year. or Nst have
an interest in teaming guard fundamentals. then SPINFEST is
for you."
the Murray Middle School
Band v.ill he hosting the second annual SPINFEST for
upcoming sixth. seventh and
eighth graders June II -15 from
8:
am to 12:30 at MMS.
For a fee of $60. participating students will receive 20
hours of instruction in body
movement and spinning fundamentals. a SPINFEST T-shirt,
and their own personal practice flag and pole.
Returning participants who
have their own flag and pole
will only be charged $45.
Healthy snacks will be provided each day.
The week will close with a
‘ulininating performance at Ty

Photo provided

Pictured are band members practicing for the SPINFEST.
Holland Stadium tor parents and non-participants can purchase
friends followed by a celebra- a hamburger or hot dog. chips.
tory cook-out.
drink and home-made ice
The cook-out meal is free cream.
to participants. For only $5,
"Join the MMS Guard--

instructors and the members of
the MHS Color Guard for a
great experience.- Stribling
said.

Relay for Life team raised approximately $8,096.29
lhe Murray-Calloway County Hospital Relay for Life teams
contributed to the overall money
raised tor the 2007 Relay for
Lite held at Murray State Unicersity Regional Special events
Center.
The teams raised approximately S8.096.29.
Spring Creek Health Care
team raised
SI.324.82. the
Sled-Surg
Team
raised
S1.1(1 57 anti the Surgery
)epartment raised $1.607.90 for
•
t $4.096.29.

MCCii was also a Platinum

sponsor of th%vent contributing an additio 1 $4.000.

Keith Bailey, CLO of
MCCH, presented a check to
Kathy Hodge, Calloway Coun-

ty Relay for Lite commute
chair along with other employees that participated.

Wind workshop at Murray
State will be held June 11-12
A wind workshop will be June 11 and
12 by the department of musk at Murray
State University. Directors will be Dr.
Stephanie Rea, flute; Dr. Scott Locke, clarinet; Scott Erickson, oboe, bassoon and
saxophone; and Dr. John Dresler, horn.
Eligible participants are 2007 graduates
and entering high school freshmen who
play the flute, oboe, bassoon, clarinet, saxophone or French horn. The cost will be
$90 for commuters, $100 for one overnight
a residential college and participants
Datebook in
By Jo Burkeen need to bring money for meals.
Activities will include master classes,small
Community
ensemble rehearsals, seminars on various
Editor
topics, and a recital given by workshop directors.
For information contact Dr. Scott Locke at 809-6444 or
Scott Erickson at 809-6457 for a brochure and any other
information as soon as possible.

County 4-H Council will meet
Calloway County 4-H Council will meet Thursday at 4 p.m.
in the meeting room of Calloway County Extension office.
Treasa Barnett, president, urges all members to attend.

'Movies in the Park' Friday
The third annual "Movies in the Park" will be Friday with
the movie being "Fly Wheel" starring Yolanda Adams, Omar
Gooding and Clifton Powell and festivities beginning around
7:30 p.m. This is sponsored by Harvest Land Ministries International. In case of rain the movie will be shown at the new
Harves9 Land Hangout at 1306D South 12th St. For more
infornfation call the church at 759-5107.

Digital classes scheduled
Digital Photography 101 classes will be taught free on Thursday and again on June 14 from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. at the Calloway County Extension office with Terry Little as teacher.
The first class will be on digital photography basics and the
second on how to download and manipulate the pictures. Participants do not have to own a digital camera; however are
asked to bring one if they have one. Call 753-1452 to register for the classes.

FUN & FASHION

Glory Bound Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church. 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be Jeff Prater, Iva Hodges. and Echoes from Calvary.
There is no admission charge, but items for Need Line will
be accepted. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 7535643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

By D.K. Kelley

Ruiners sponsor Bingo
Photo provided

Pictured is Keith Bailey. CEO presenting a check to Kathy Hodge. Calloway County Relay for
Life Committee Chair along with MCCH employees who participated in the MCCH Relay for
Life team
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141 HANAN. Tenn
AM\ ITS Post 45. the Auxiliary. and Sons of AMVETS
all installed new officers at the
June 4 meeting
[he wont assembly was
opened by John DeLuca. with
comments of appreciation by
outgoing 4.4•Inmander Tom LUIt.
Past
commander
Bill
Edwards was installing officer
for the AMVETS and the Sons.
charging each with the duties
of his office. at the passing
of the gasel to Mike Leach,
incoming commander and Lutz
exchanged pins
State
President
Wincie
Wright installed the new Auxiliary officers, with a unique
ceremony relating the officers
to J sandy of spices or *.Ca sentng.. and instructed
them
to sprinkle the organization
with the attributes of
her spice to liven up thy membership and bring
new flatsot to the year's new protects
Kathy Suffern, the incomme president made a le% c4im-

can

ril,
k it i. 1 dean

,a0

New officers installed at meeting
of AMVETS Post and Auxiliary

itlarf

week ,•!.v% sori

• Inc ..t Paula (ken a spars
rang sane and harheque same's
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• at.4 the Week 1.. ftna *hat
.
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IS .4 all sass lease 11. stolle
sof
tdwaral Hulot." I snon
.ogratularaous fi, klattha 1-1.net
who sop the arsklave and earring.

nients

the :rutting year

with plans to infuse the mem
hership with sonic tun times

and new ideas.
All current officers were
given the opportunity to make
year-end reports. which were
primarily words of thanks and
appreciation.
Americanism
t'halrinan
Melissa Nergard presented certificates from Friends of our
Troops, the Christmas mail project, to sey dal nwnilvers that
had participated in sending
tads and letters
Jan Doall asked for solunwets to do the Freedom Fest
Parade in Murray on June 30
with the Living Flag as the
entry Sshe will coordinate this
esent until a chairperson is
appointed to the Americanism
Position
Secretary Wincie Wright.
speaking for both the local and
state position, reminded the
group that the Department Cons onion will he held in
Nashville. Tenn . June 14-17
and ease final instructions on
requirements and plans that . are
needed to make preparations
A delegation of approximately
40-50 will attend from Post
45 and Auxiliary.
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Wright will be making a
bid for a second term as president. It has been a real honor
to have both the Department
President and Glenda McCuiston, the AMVETS Commander, as members of our Auxiliary.
A new member Delores
Young. was inducted into the
Auxiliary by President Angie
Gardner
President Gardner presented certificates 10 her outgoing
officers, and members. Sue Wilson and !garde Tate, who had
gone the extra mile to help
out. She also awarded a plaque
to Nancy Bylord for being voted
*Member of the Year' at the
last meeting
As at finale President Gardner was gisen her scrapbook.
prepared for her by Carol FeldLimp. scrapbook chair.

Center
hosting
event
I he Center for Health &
AS'ellness will he offering SC% eral educational events during
this month which will be offered
to members. Murray-Calloway
County Hospital employees, as
well as the general community.
An educational session.
"Men's Nutrition and Health,"
will he Thursday. June 14 from
noon to 12:30 pm at the Center for Health & Wellness classroom. This is not for en only
Ev eryone knows a man that
could benefit from this infor_
Mallon

'locally Owned &
Operated
11111M111111.,......wwwwwonww---__

MURRAY APPLIANCE
212 I . Main Street • 753-15t1th

Join Rebecca Wright, RD.
ID at the Center for Health
Wellness to learn the causes of disease/death directly
associated with diet, and be
able to list dietary changes to

II See Page BA

Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

CCHS Alumni plan event Saturday
The Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools
will hold its annual fundraiser on Fnday and Saturday at Calloway County High School. Donated items may be left from
5 to 7 p.m. on Thursday in front of the east wing of the high
school. For more information contact Laura Lee Winchester at
227-1441 or lauralee@murray-ky.net.

Meetings will be Thursday
Murray Shrine Club and Ladies of the Nile will meet Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at the club building, located on Ky. 121
North in front of the Calloway County Jaycee Fairgrounds. A
meal will be served. All members and prospective members
are encouraged to attend. There will be no meetings in July
and August and will resume in September.

TOPS to meet Thursday
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Public Library. The meeting is open to the public. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

Martin's Chapel event planned
Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church will be open today
from 2 to 5 p.m. for fellowship, prayer and viewing the special history book. Featured will be a DVD and also a new
weekly white elephant sale.

Lighthouse Clothes Closet open.
clothe, Closet at Lighthouse Missionary Baptist

Church is
open every Thursday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. For more information call 437-4588.

Retirees will meet Thursday
The Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky Public Retirees will
meet Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza Inn. 1001 Joe Clifton
Dr.. Paducah. for a combined luncheon and business meeting.
Teresa Jarrett of the Retiree and Volunteer Program will be the
speaker. All retirees of the Kentucky Retirement System. the
Ballard . Calloway, Carlisle. Fulton. Hickman, Graves. Marshall and McCracken County Retirement Systems and Kentucky State Police Retirement System are encouraged to attend.
For more information call 1-270-898-7289 or 1-270-444-7335

Bass 'N Gals to meet tonight
Bass 'N Gals will meet tonight at 6 at Tom's Grille This
is open to all ladies that enjoy fishing with no boat needed.
Just enjoy the lake

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St.. Murray. next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447.
2004

Musical program to be July 2
The Music Ministry. of First Baptist Church will present the
patriotic spectacular, "I Believe in America.- as a part of the
Freedom Fest 2007 with the program scheduled to he Monday. July 2, at 7 p.m at Lovett auditorium on the Murray
State University campus As a special treat, the church invites
all area singers to join the group to sing in the communitywide "Freedom Fest Choir." Rehearsals are held each Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. and each Sunday at 7 p.m in the choir
rehearsal room of First Baptist Church, 203 South Fourth St..
Murray. For more information call Mike Crook at First Baptist Church during regular business hours at 753-1854.
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Thompson and McWherter
Mathis and Hendrickson
Cynthia and Jerry Davidson of Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Jennifer A.
Mathis, to Corey Hendrickson, son of Julie Hendrickson of
Mayfield and Kerry Hendrickson of Paducah.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Eugene and Dorothy
Allen of Murray. She is attending Murray State University.
The groom-elect is a 2004 graduate of Mayfield High School
and is employed by Murray State University.
The wedding will be Friday. June 22, 2007, at noon at the
Calloway County Court House, Murray.
A reception, hosted by her parents, will be from I to 6
p.m.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Ronnie and Kala Thompson of Farmington announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Tasha Thompson, to Joshua McWherter, son of Eugene McWherter of Almo
and Deborah McWherter of Murray.
Miss Thompson is the granddaughter of Steve and Vivian
Weeks of Marshall, Texas, and the late Cooper and Lucille
Thompson of Paris, Tend.
Mr. McWherter is the grandson of Aubrey and Linda Stom
tof Murray, and Dan and Juanita Brooks and Aaron McWher
er of Puryear, Tenn.
The bride-elect is a 2000 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is employed by UPS., Louisville.
is
The groom-elect is a 2006 graduate of Wyotech and
le.
Louisvil
e,
Furnitur
employed by Ashley
at
The wedding will be Saturday, June 23, 2007, at 6 p.m.
Benton.
Church,
Baptist
New Bethel
All relatives and friends are invited.,

Wiley and English
Bob and Cindy Wiley of Benton announce the engagement
of their daughter, Lacinda Wiley, to Kyle English, son of Steve
and Mitzi English, also of Benton.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Tommy and Mary
of
Jo Mitchell of Hardin and the late Ellis and Estelle Wiley
Stella.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Jim and Anna Ross and
Gene and Irene English, all of Benton.
Miss Wiley is a 1998 graduate of Marshall County High
d
School and attended Paducah Community College. She is employe
by AT&T.
Mr. English is a 1998 graduate of Marshall County High
School and a 2001 graduate of West Kentucky Technical College. He is a building contractor with English and Smith Construction.
at
The wedding will be Saturday, June 23, 2007, at 5 p.m.
Road,
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church, Brooks Chapel
Dexter.
All relatives and friends and are invited.

Buy My 25th Birthday Present Now

Just ONE payment of $555.00 buys a $20,000
Life Policy which may be converted for
additional premium to a $100,000
Whole Life Policy when I'm 251

Sims and Jones
Louis Sims of Murray and Rhonda Sims of Sedalia announce
the engagement of their daughter, Jenny Sims, to Chris Jones,
son of Paul and Barbara Jones of Benton.
Miss Sims is the granddaughter of Charles and Patsy Seay
of Lynnville and Robert and Nell Sims of rarmington.
Mr. Jones is the grandson of Tar Copeland and the late
Mable Copeland and the late Ottley and Metta Jones. all of
Benton.
The bride-elect is a 2001 graduate of Graves County High
a 2005 graduate with a bachelor's degree in archi- School and
d
tectual engineering at Murray State University. She is employe
Tenn.
City,
Union
by Phillips Engineering.
The groom-elect, a 1998 graduate of Marshall County High
at
School. is a 2001 graduate with an associate of arts degree
ty. He
Paducah Community College and Murray State Universi
is employed by Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Cadillac-GMC.
The wedding will be Saturday. June 23, 2007, at 3 p.m at
Benton Church of Christ, Benton.
All relatives and fnends are invited.

Bud and Jammie Poat of Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Kristen Michelle
Poat, to David Thomas Vance, son of Richard and Susan Vance
of LouLville.
Miss Poat is the granddaughter of James Richard and Jeanette
Thomasson and Ray and Azilee Poat, all of Paducah.
Mr. Vance is the grandson of Charles and Louise Woodring
and Mrs. Edith F. Vance, all of Louisville.
The bride-elect is a 1995 graduate of Calloway County High
Soltool and a 2(X10 graduate of Murray State University. She
has been employed by First Horizon Home Loans since December 2006.
The groom-elect is a 1995 graduate of Jeffersontown High
le.
School and a 2000 graduate of the Unviersity of Louisvil
since
He has been employed by First Commonwealth Mortgage
April 2003.
The wedding will be Saturday. June 23, 2007, at 1:30 p.m.
at St. Joseph Catholic Church. Louisville.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Single
Premium

$5,000

$240.00

$7300

$292.50

$10,000
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$39750
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Call Shelter Insurance'

Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033

Payment plans are available. The Junior Special is a single premium level
term policy to age 26. From the Insured's 25th birthday to the policy's termination date, the Junior Special may be converted for up to five times the
policy face amount to either a Whole Life, Universal Life policy or any other
policy that Shelter Life agrees to issue at that time without proof of insurability. See policy for details.
Poky L-0% 4 in CO, KS, KY.
LA, MO,NV
Poky L-0965 in AR,TN
Policy L-0% 8 in IL
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Roberston
named to
dean's list
at USC
LOS ANGELES. Calif. David Robertson of Murray.
Ky., has qualified for the spring
semester dean's list at the University of Southern California.
Robertson, a presidential
scholar has completed his
freshman year in the college
of arts and letters and is a
participant of the Thematic
Honors Program.
He is a 2006 honor graduate of Calloway County High
School and the son of Don
and Jeanie Robertson.
Eligibility for dean's list is
based on a minimum course
load of 12 hours and a quality grade point average of 3.5
or higher.

Poat and Vance

o Amou t
initialcInsurance
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Shelter Life Insurance Company
Columbia, MO
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Upcoming Activities In June
Popcorn and Movie - 5th
Homemade Ice Cream - 7th
Father's Day Crafts - 12th
Men's Day Out - 14th
Coke Floats - 15th
Auction - 18th
First Day of summer Social - 22nd
Visit Spring Creek - 28th

'
lune
..y On this June day the buds in my garden are
3
almost as enchanting as the open flowers.
Things in bud bring, in the heat of a June noontide, the recollection of the loveliest days of the
year - those days of May when all is suggested,
'
nothing vet fulfilled.
- Francis King

I
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Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brent Morris
celebrate

Murray will
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brent Morris of
y. June 7. 2007.
Thursda
on
sary
anniver
their 60th wedding
were married by
White,
Oneta
Mr. Morris and the former
Corner on June 7.
Cherry
in
home
his
at
Outland
Alonzo
1947.
Outland, served'
Mrs. Nellie Outland and their son, Charles
as their attendants.
Macon and Arnie
Mrs. Morris is the daughter of the late
Murray.
White of
and Bailie Morris
Mr. Morris is the son of the late Henry
7th Armored Divi-ri
the
in
served
He
Tenn.
County.
Henry
of
spending 18 Months .
Haworth sion of the Army during World War II,
Ashley Dawn Byerly of Murray and Stephen James
Murray Division of •
the
in a small in Europe. He retired in 1980 from
of Mayfield. were married Saturday, May 26, 2007,
y.
Compan
Con- the Tappan
pnvate ceremony at the home of the bride's parents, New
Wright and
They have three children who are Gail Morris
cord.
Morris Jr. and wife.
Brent
Tenn.,
on,
Lexingt
of
Larry.
,
husband
Point
They were married by Bro. Larry Dukes, pastor of
Tonya, of Murthe bride Jane, of Hazel, and Phillip Morris and wife.
Pleasant Baptist Church, Paris Landing, Tenn., where
ray.
and groom attend services.
Tammy.'
Their six grandchildren are Jason Wright and wife,
Byerly of
The bride is the daughter of Terry and Bonnie
BranAbbie,
wife,
and
Morris
Micah
Benton, Justin Moths,
New Concord,.
and husband, Mike,
Cooper
Mortis
Whitney
and
Morris.
don
Murray,
of
Her grandparents are Jackie and Glenda Byerly
have
all of Murray. and Matthew Morris of Covington. They
Peggy Robertson of Hazel, and the late T.J. Garner.
Wright of Benton.
Brooke
ghter.
randdau
great-g
h
one
Hawort
Barbara
and
The groom is the son of James David
The couple will celebrate with a family dinner at Patti's.
of Mayfield.
and
h
Hawort
Ruth.
and
James
late
His grandparents are the
the late Herman and Esther Newsome.
a.
The matron of honor was Ken Boyle of South Carolin
Best man was Timothy Haworth of Murray.
The reception was held on Monday. May 28. at the home
of the bride's pareiffi.High
, The bride is a 2002 graduate of Calloway County
Site
WICKLIFFE, Ky. — Wickliffe Mounds State Historic
social
of
r
a
bachelo
with
e
graduat
2007
School and a May
Day on Saturday, June
Fun
Family
annual
its
hosting
be
will
work from Murray State University.
16, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. The groom is a 1999 graduate of Graves County High
visinforr
compute
of
r
Gordon Holmes, an expert on primitive life, will show
bachelo
a
School and 2004 graduate with
arrow
and
bow
spears,
atlatl,
itors bow to use the blow gun.
mation systems from Murray State University.
making and cordage. Fred Bollinger will demonstrate the ancient
and
art of flint-knapping as he makes stone tools from flint

Mr. and Mrs. James Haworth

Murdock and Blalock
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Murdock of Murray announce the engagement
to
and approaching marnage of their daughter, Tera Rica Murdock.
Richard Earl Blalock II. son of Dr. Richard Blalock of Murray.
Miss Murdock is the granddaughter of Mrs. Estelle Adams
the
and the late Cody Adams and of John T. Murdock and
Murray.
of
k,
all
Murdoc
Sue
late Mrs.
Mr. Blalock is the grandson of Mrs. Blanche Blalock and
the late Nelson Blalock Of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 2002 graduate of Calloway County High_
School and a 2006 graduate of Murray State University with
She is an alumna of Alpha
J degree in chemistry and Spanish.
at
Omicron Pi sorority. She is currently a second-year student
Vanderbilt Law School and is employed this summer as a legal
intern at 13ndgestone Amencas Holding. Inc. in Nashville. Tenn.
'me groom-elect is a 2002 graduate of Murray High School
and a 201W graduate of Murray State University with a degree
in biology. He is an alumnus of Lambda Chi Alpha fraterni
ty. He is currently a second-year student at Vanderbilt Medical School and is employed for the summer at Vanderbilt Uniedic
versity Medical Center conducting bioinformatic and orthopa
.
•
research
The wedding will be Saturday. Aug. II. 2007, at 2 p.m. at
•
1 'nisersity Church of Christ.
invitown
out-ofOnly
invited.
are
friends
and
All relatives
tations von be sent.

Family Fun Day is June
16 at Wickliffe Mounds
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chest
Nasime American games such as chunkey and corn toss will
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be available for children of all ages to play. Crafts to make
and take home will include small pots made of clay, bundle
make to decrease the risk of
bag pouches, corn shuck dolls and bead necklaces.
developing these diseases.
discover-,
The archaeology station will teach children about
Bnng a three-day detailed food
. stratigraphy and lab analysurveys
surface
through
past
the
ing
diary to this session to anasis. A junior archaeologist kit is also available for kids.
lyze.
Representatives of Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
the
A celebration for
tion about Ken"Longest Day of Play" with free Resources will be at the park with informa
radio will be
WGKY
from
Air"
the
on
y.
"Bear
.
Thursda
wildlife
be
tucky's
screenings will
e dish
signatur
his
g
June 21 from 2 pm to 6:00 cooking his award-winning BBQ featurin
for
away
given
be
will
Health
cookies
fer
orco
Center
fried
the
pm at
pigcicles. Deep
& Wellness. There will be free to all kids, compliments of the City of Wickliffe.
for
Prostate Cancer Screenings
Admission to the activities and park museum is $5
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Republican presidential hopefuls chastise president
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MANCHESTER, N.H.(AP) said he had watched part of the
-- President Bush drew spo- give-and-take among his potencriticism tial rivals. "They did all right
startling
radic,
Tuesday night from Republican from what I saw," he said.
Much of the debate focused
White House hopefuls unhappy
with his handling of the Iraq on Iraq.
McCain and Brownback both
war, his diplomatic style and his
admitted they voted to authorize
approach to immigration.
"I would certainly not send the U.S. military invasion of
him to the United Nations" to Iraq without reading the formal,
National
90-page
represent the United States, said nearly
in
e
Estimat
ence
Intellig
former
the
on,
Thomps
Tommy
Wisconsin governor and one- advance.
The confession drew a jab
me member of Bush's Cabinet,
former Gov. Jim Gilmore
from
cam
a
spirited
dway through
of Virginia. Members of
go debate.
Arizona Sen. John McCain Congress "ought to read at least
nticized the administration for that kind of material," he said.
Hunter said he had, the only
tit handling of the Iraq War, and
of Congress on the
member
Mitt
Gov.
setts
(Inner Massachu
mney said, "I think we were debate stage to make the claim.
and
McCain
Both
undernderprepared and
lanned for what came after we Brownback said they had
Saddam received numerous briefings on
down
ocked
the situation in Iraq before they
ussein."
Rep. Duncan Hunter of cast their votes in 2002.
National intelligence estialifornia said the current
dministration "has the slows" mates are compilations of the
hen it comes to building a best thinking of U.S. intellicurity fence along the border gence agencies, meant to proAP
vide the broadest guidance to
ith Mexico.
laugh
a
share
R-Ariz.
,
McCain
John
Sen.
and
Rep. Tom Tancredo of government policymakers.
New Yoric City Mayor Rudy Giuliani, left,
But they can be wrong. A Republican presidential hopefuls former
in Manchester, N.H.,
olorado recalled that White
presidential primary debate hosted by Saint Anselm College
can
Republi
the
during
,
example
for
glitch
nt,
after a sound
se aide Karl Rove had once 2002 assessme
d him "never darken the door concluded that Iraq had contin- Tuesday
the White House." The con- ued its development of weapons
ssman said he'd tell George of mass destruction, held arsenals of chemical and biological
. Bush the same thing.
The criticism of Bush was weapons and "probably will
more in keeping of the type of have a nuclear weapon during
rhetonc that could be expected this decade."
McCain drew loud applause
when Democratic presidential
WWW•AVFB•COM
from the partisan debate audiBUSINESS I A MEMBER SERVICE
contenders debate.
AUTO I HOME I LIFE
Its prominence at the GOP ence when he turned a question
critievent — while Bush was travel- about the war in Iraq into
tic
ing overseas — was a reflection cism of the leading Democra
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,
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poor
his
of
New
need of even members of his Hillary Rodham Clinton of
own party to campaign on plat- York.
"When Senator Clinton says
forms of change.
t
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he
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war,"
Bush's
out
through
Bush
of
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the
a two-hour debate that ranged said. "When President Clinton
say
over topics from war to immi- was in power, I didn't
s
Clinton'
t
Presiden
was
Bosnia
in
pending
on
gration legislati
said.
Congress to religion. The debate war," the Arizona senator
"Presidents don't lose wars.
was the third of the accelerated
parties don't lose wars.
Political
primary campaign.
None of the 10 men on the Nations lose wars," he added.
The criticism of Clinton and
debate stage raised their hand in
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agreement when moderator the Democrats was
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for
fare
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4
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CNN
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candidat
to
gays
anyone favored allowing
before, the OOP hopefuls lavserve openly in the military.. Ronald
Sen. Sam Brownback of ished praise on the late
Reagan.
said
both
Hunter
Kansas and
McCain has long criticized
they would pardon Vice
sident Dick Cheney's former Bush for fumbling the aftermath
de Lewis I. "Scooter" Libby, of Saddatn's fall, and Romney
ntenced to 30 months in has recently begun to make
son earlier in the day for some of the same criticisms.
Former Arkansas Gov. Mike
ying and obstructing a CIA leak
Huckabee added his voice to
nvestigation.
Former New York Mayor those criticizing the war effort.
Rudy Giuliani, a former prose- He added that the Bush adminisits
cutor, said the sentence was tration "lost credibility" with
in
Katrina
e
Hurrican
to
response
in
excessive, which "argues
2005.
favor of a pardon."
Thompson's answer was the
Giuliani had the central role
a
in an unscripted moment of most startling, coming from
man who had once served in the
humor.
Asked about a Rhode Island president's Cabinet as secretary
and
Catholic bishop who criticized of the Department of Health
.
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Human
abortion
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him for support
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when
respond
briefly interfered with the longtime allies in Europe, and
elsewhere around the world.
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Pontiff unhurt as man tries to jump into popemobile
VATICAN CITY (AP)
A man
tried to jump into Pope Benedict XVI's
uncovered popemobile as the pontiff
began his general audience today and
held onto it for a few seconds before
being wrestled to the ground by securi-

ty officers.
The pope was not bun And didn't
even appear to notice that the man —
who was between 20 or 30 year. old -had jumped over the protective barrier
in the square and toward the white
popemobile as it drove by. The pontiff
kept waving to the audience.
At least eight security officers who
were trailing the vehicle as it moved
slowly through the square grabbed the
man and wrestled him to the ground.
The pope didn't eVell look back.
The man "looked a link crazy," said
the Rev. Federico Lombardi. a Vatican
spokesman. He stud the man was being
held for questioning by Vatican police.
The man, whose nationality was
unknown. was wearing a pink T-shirt
and dark shorts, a beige baseball cap
and sunglasses. He appeared to have
vaulted himself up and over the hamcade froth the second or third row hack.

He got as tar as the back of the jeep,
holding onto it for a few seconds,
before being wrestled to the ground.
The jeep kept moving, and Benedict
kept waving, then proceeded with the
audience as if nothing had happened.
Since the Sept. 11,2001, attacks, the
Vatican has tightened security in St.
Peter's Square when the pope is piesem. All visitors must pass by police to
get into the square, with some walking
through metal detectors or being
searched with metal- detecting wands.
Nevertheless, virtually anyone can
attend the audience. While tickets are
required, they can often be obtained at
the last minute — particularly in good
weather when the audience is held outside in the piazz_a.
When the pope uses the popemobile
in St. Peter's, it is usually uncovered;
when he travels overseas or outside the
Vatican, he usually uses one outfitted
with bulletproof glass.
The pope is protected by a combination of Swiss Chards, Vatican police
and Italian police.
On Wednesday, the head of the
Swiss Guards, Col. Elmar Maeder,

Report says state
reading, math tests
up since NCLB
By NANCY ZUCKERBROD

walked along one side of the popemobile while the pontiff's personal bodyguard, Domenico Giant, took the other
side. Several plainclothes security officials trailed them.
Benedict stood up behind the driver.
holding onto a bar to steady himself,
with his personal secretary, Monsignor
Georg Ganswein, seated behind him.
St. Peter's is cordoned off with
wooden barriers to create "routes" that
the popemobile can drive along to
make the pontiff more visible to the
crowd, which on Wednesday numbered
about 35,000.
From his perch on the jeep, the pope
waves and blesses the crowd, and occasionally will bless a baby handed up to
him by a security guard. The jeep,
though, never stops, with security officials walking or jogging alongside the
whole way.
Benedict's predecessor, Pope John
Paul II, was shot and seriously wounded in the abdomen on May 13, 1981, in
St. Peter's Square by Mehrnet Au Agca
of Turkey. Agca was caught and served
his sentence in Italy before being transferred to Turkey.

The pe

In this photo made from video, a man dressed in red shirt and tan color
baseball cap jumps over a protective barricade as he tnes to climb into t
back of the Pope's open air vehicle. The pope was not hurt and did
appear to notice that the man jumped from the barrier and was wrestled
the ground by secunty officers.
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AP Education Wnter

WASHINGTON (AP) --- Students are doing better on state reading and math tests since the No ('bud Left Behind Act was enacted
live years ago, according to a report Tuesday.
Students made the most progress on elementary-school math
tests, according to the report by the Center on Education Policy, a
national nonprofit policy group.
The report focused on states where trend data are available. Some
states have changed tests in recent years, making it impossible to
compare year-to-year results.
Moderate to large gains were found in 37 of the 41 states with
trend data on the percentage of kids hitting the proficient mark on
elementary-school math tests. None of the states showed comparable declines.
A goal of the No Child Lett Behind law is for all kids to be pro
ficient in reading and math, or working on grade level, by 2014.
Another goal is to narrow achievement gaps between children
1.590101)W-ADFoins taaubes and weankuer ones and between rtUrbointics and white students The new report found achieseinent gaps
have narrowed since the lass was passed.
Specifically the study found in 14 of 38 states with relevant trend
data, gaps narrowed on the reading tests between black and white
studentslt---the elementary and secondary levels. No state reported a
comparable widening of the gap
In math, ailtuen states showed a muToss 'rig of the racial al ilk' C
mem gap at the elementary and secondary glade 10.0',
Washington state showed a widening of that gap
Results were generally similar for Hispanic• and low inc,w,
groups, according to the report
Just 13 states had enough data to examine whether the pace at
which students improved has quickened since No Child Left Behind
was enacted
In mite of those states students unproved at a greater rate after
2002 than before Kansas. Kentucky. Louisiana. New Hampshire
New Jersey, New York. l'ennsyls anis. Washington and Wyoming
In the other tour states -- Delaware. Massachusetts, Oregon and
Virginia
gains were greater before 2002 than afterward One possible explanation is that more students, such.as those with disabilities or immigrants. were included in NCLB-era tests hut not in tb
earlier ones, according to the researchers.
Education Secretary Margaret Spellings said the study shows No
Child Lett Behind is working, but the report itself doesn't assign
credit to the law for the improvements made it states that other state
and local maiatsvet have taken place during the same period that
might &sene some of the credit.
"You can't tease out the effects of any one of the reform efforts,
because they all overlap on one another," said Jack Jennings, president of the Center on Education poil,%
Ross VO wrier, vice president for pri igram and policy at Education
Trust, group that ads ocates for poor and minority children, said he
‘41% g11011 news in the study 'Those trends are encouraging. There',
something to celebrate that's going on in our schools,- he said.
The rigor of tests vanes from MAW to state, according to Bruce
hiller. a professor of education and public policy at the University
of California at BMOC)
Ile said states generally act the proficiency bar low, since schools
lace tough consequences -- such as having to fire teachers
administrators
it their students do poorly on the tests.
But Jennings said California. Massachusetts and Honda al
example• of state• with high standards
Jennings and fuller agreed some of the gains may reflect what
teachers are focusing on in their classrooms
--The teachers teach to the test, and that's a rational rrsponw b y
te.
a het. tinder pressure to raise score' Fuller said
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 06-CI-00471
;REEN TREE SERVICING, LLC,
tit a CONSECO FINANCE SERVICING CORP,

PLAINTIFF,

LADONNA ROGERS,

Beginning at a point in the centerline of Pond View Road, located 153626 east
of the centerline of Hopkins Road as measured along the centerline of Pond
View Road), being the northeast corner of Lot 11, and the southeast corner of Lot
12 described herein,
thence, with the north line of Lot 11 North 87 deg. 26' 32" wart, passing through
a? diameter rebar set at 25,for a thertance of 220' to•7" thameter rebar set
the northwest corner of Lot 11;

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of an Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court on May 2,
'2007, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door
in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, June 8, 2007, at the hour of 1000 a. in, local time, or
thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County,
Kentucky, with its address being 2638 Backuaburg Road, Kirkaey, KY 42054, and
more particularly described as follows:
Legal description of a tract of land as depicted by survey prepared by Ted F.
Billington Consulting Engineers, Murray, Kentucky, dated May 7, 1964, situated
in the County of Calloway,State of Kentucky, being a part of the Northeast and
Northwest Quarter of Section 28, Tbsenahm 3, Range 3 East, and being further
described as follows
Commencing at a point where the centerline of Kentucky Highway #363 intersects the centerline of the Colen Jones Road a gravel road); thence, North 42
deg. 4 3.5" Wert 621.19 feet to an iron pin in an existing fence, 30' north of the
centerline of said Highway *464 and the point of beginning;
thence, from said point of begun:wag, 30' from and parallel to the centerline of
said Highway #464, North 53 deg 2' 0* West 296.61 feet;
thence, leoving said Highway #464 North 19 deg 58' 46' East 126 02 feet,

thence, North 02 deg 33' 28" east, 148 50 to a "" diameter rebar found, the
northwest corner of Lot 12.

thence, South 72 deg 43 55" East 286.80 feet;

thence. South 87 deg 26' 32" east, passing through a '" diameter rebar set at
198.00', tor•niatiawas et nOrret lie the oaNiaaNise of Pseud View Raw&

thence. South 20 deg. 41' 27' West Passing through an iron pin at 86.12')•distance of 226.28 feet to the point of beginning.

thence, with the centerline of Pond View Road, South 02 deg 33 27' west,
10 50 to the point of beginning

This tract contains 1 1539 acres and being Tract II of the Waiver of Subdivision
filed of record in Plat Book 7, Page 24, Slide 524 in the Calloway County Court
Clerk's Office.

This tract contains 0.7500 acres, but is subject, however, to•26' wide roadwav
easement for Pond View Road, adjacent to and parallel with the centerline of
Pond View Road
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Harold J. Marlow and
Joseph E. Oscar by deed dated April 16, 2001, of record in Book 377. Page 549.
in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
ALSO 2001 FLEETWOOD 28' X 60' MOBILE HOME,SERIAL It
KYFLY45A1301300LP12
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit base of sixty 60
days, but if sold on a credit of sixty (60) days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent(10% of the purchase price, in cash. together with
bonds I for the remainder of the purchase price) with good and sufficient surety,
said amount bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid,
and fully due and payable within sixty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any. shall be ascertained and
paid by the Commissioner

lead
Neese
CALLOWAY Gardens
& Essex Downs Apts
accepting beds for
resurfaang parking
Iota 1505 Druguid Dr
753-8556

Mos
BLUEGRASS Gardens
Dayfily
Farm. 684
CrossLand Rd . Murray
(MS) Weil -Sat 104:30, pots $2501 up
www.bluegrassgardene.nst

Being the same property conveyed to Ladonna Rogers by deed from Allen
Whited, et us., dated Dec. 9, 2006, of record in Book 626, Page 390, in the office
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on•cash or credit basis of thirty (30)
days. but if sold on a credit of thirty (30) days, the purchaser shall with the
Commissioner one-third of the purchase price, in cash, together with bonds (for
the remainder of the purchase price) in two equal installments with good and
sufficient surety, said amount bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date
of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty days. A lien shall be
retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shad]
be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner

060
Holy Wined

631Help Wailed

MOM
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers as
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies
mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & limes. nor
any of Its employees
accept any rasponsibitity whatsoever for their
activities

767-1199
LOST 2 rings at Si
Leo Church in north
parking lot Reward
489-29131,
270-994-6063

it)i)A1'

Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyancers and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other minerals, if any.

This 11th day of May, 2007.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

This 11th day of May, 2007
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Coinmissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

_

LOST- Female Black
Lab with groom collar.
Octlei Akwo area
'53-5808

JACKSON PURCHASE AGRICULTURAL
CREDIT ASSOCIATION,

PLAIN"r1F1-

VS NOTICE OF SALE

By virtue of an Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court on April 10,
2007, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door
in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Fnday, June 8, 2907, at the hour of 10:00 a in., local time, or
thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County,
Kentucky, with its address being 330 Pond View Lane, Almo, KY 42020, and
more particularly described as follows

-

Nada

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

HAROLD J MARLOW,JOSEPH E. OSCAR,
LYNDSAY S. OSCAR,COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY,COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT CABINET, EX REL DIVISION OF
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE, UNKNOWN
SPOUSE OF HAROLD J MARLOW. DEPENDANTS.

SIF\ I \ 11)\ 11

010

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 03-CI-00038

JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A.

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

lean

Nolo*

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 07-CI-00029

PLAINTIFF.

Ieas
use

A child needs yout
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day.
WKUMFS
270-443-9004
SONLIGHT is seeking
a window cleaning
technician to work full
or pail lime. Must have
8 clean driving record
Experience with ladders (comfortable wtth
heights)
a
plus
Opportunity to work
outdoors $7 hour to
start
Send
brief
resume to P.O Box
1521,
Murray.
KY
42071

PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional journeymen painters. Must
have 4-years professional painting experience Position includes
benefit plan including
Health, Retirement &
paid vacations. To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice message
No walk in applicants
accepted. This company is an equal opportunity employer_
SALESPERSON needed Local area. CM Jim
270-804-3806

WAREHOUSE UTILITY
POSITION AVAILABLE

DON
Mills Health & Rehab is seeking an RN
for the position of Director of Nursing.

Qualifications:
•Regisiers:1 Nurse with strong clinical track record
Prior positive experience as a D.O.N.(3 yrs+)
'Associate Degree required,
Bachelors/Masters Degree preferred
"Expenence in hospital care and
long-term care SNF/1CF
'Excellent people skills/compassion for the
ekledy/disabled
'Positive proactive, outgoing manager with
leadership and initiative Skills

Salary commensurate with experience.

Duties include picking and processing oniers, receiving and unloading, inventory maintenance.
Requirements for the position are forklift experience.
valid dnver's license, light to moderate lifting, computer skills Must be self motivated and energetic.
Competitive wages & baiefits!

Apply in person from 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Monday thru Friday

Mills Health & Rehab
Drug Free Work Place
E0E/WF/H/V

Seed Renee te: P.O. Bin 123, Alma, KY 420211

Need help
Promoting your Business?

PARTS MANAGER
NEEDED FOR A
MULTI-fRANCNISE DEALERSNIP
We offer medical insurance.
paid vacation, 401K and
a competitive pay plan.

Call us we will be glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-7534916

Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-0
Murray, KY 42071
ill

JIMMY JOE HALE AND KLAIBER LEANN HALE,
in their individual capacities and dAsla
JIMMY JOE HALE DAIRY, T & W FINANCIAL
SERVICES COMPANY, LLC,AG LEASE OR LOAN, LLC
BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST, Ma PEOPLES
BANK OF MURRAY,1(1/a AREA BANK,COMMODITY
SPECIALISTS CO., Ok/a COMMODITY SPECIALISTS COMPANY,
WELLS FARGO FINANCIAL LEASING,INC , firJa TELMARK, LLC,
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,COUNTY OF CALLOWAY
and THE SCOUIAR COMPANY,
DEFENDANTS.
By virtue of an Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court on April 23,
2007, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door
in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, June 8. '2007. at the hour of 1000 a..m., local time, or
thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County,
Kentucky, with its address being 3911 Hammond Road, Murray. Kentucky,
42071, and more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at the intersection of the Backusburg-Mayfield Road Highway'No
464) and the Coldwater Road (Highway No. 1836); thence South along the centerline of said Coldwater Road for a distance of approximately 1564 feet to a
point and said beginning point being the Northeast corner of the tract conveyed
herein, thence in a Westerly direction for a distance of 250 feet to an iron stake;
thence in a Southerly direction for a distance of 180 feet to an iron stake; thence
in an Eagerly direction for a distance of 250 feet along a wooden fence to the
centerline of said Highway No. 1936; thence along the centerline of said
Highway 19.36 in a Northerly direction for a distance of 180 feet to the point of
Rang the same property conveyed to Jimmy Hale, et us., by deed from Hunter
Bonen, single, of record in Book 286, Page 868, in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty (301
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (30) days, the purchaser shall execute bond
with good and sufficient surety for the purchase price, said amount bearing
interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
payable in thirty days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional
security. All delinquent taxes, if any, ishall be ascertained and paid by the
Commissioner
This 11th day of May,'2007.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

060
Help WIWI

ADMINISTRATIVE
Assistant/Editor
Kentucky
Lake
Productions, LLC is
seeking an administrative
assistant/editor.
Duties include editing
print publications and
web sites, some data
entry, and administrative assistant work
Applicant must have a
proficient knowledge of
Microsoft Word, Excel.
Outlook. FrontPage,
and the interne!. We
provide an excellent
work environment with
good pay. To apply,
email
resume
to
klp1 Omymurray.com
or mail to P.O. Box
1112, Murray.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to yohnetwcsiccom
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this wehsite.
However. as a national
"'chute. not all listings
on the yohnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you! Full time positions available.
APPIY at;
Martial Arts America
1413 011ve Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111

IMMEDIATE
OPENING
NEED EXTRA CASH?
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay
Taking Applications for

County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile
good driving record and vehicle
insurance Six day per week
delivery Interested persons
should come by and pick up an
application at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave
PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS
The Murray Board of Education Head Start.
In partnership with II school districts in western Kentucky. is accepting applications for the
following full and part time positions:
TEACHER - Interdisciplinary Early Childhood
or Early Childhood Education degree required
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT - Diploma or
GED required.
CHILD CARE PROVIDER FOR INFANTS &
TODDLERS - Diploma or GED required
FAMILY SERVICE WORKER - Degree in
Social Work or related field required
FAMILY SERVICE WORKER ASSISTAN1 •
Diploma or GED required
Interested persons ma) request an application
from the 'slums Head Start office by calling
12701 753-6031.
kpplication) will be accepted sail pennons are filled.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

LASSWIEDS

211 • Vs ednesday. June 6, 2007

&Chia:are

tewited

1-00MIE cleaning
setvleas 227 7129

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

ANNUAL FUNDRAISING
YARD SALE

1505 Diuguid Dove • Murray, KY 42071

Front east entrance at CCHS
Fr1., June 8 & Sat., June 9

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Iwo Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Au
Asseding Applications

DRIVERS A steady
Welty& Top pay. great
benefits! No expenence7 No problem!
Werner Enterprises
800-346-2818 eel 150
EXPERIENCED grill
cook wanted Days
only Must work weekends Apply in person
before 2P1.4 No phone
Hungry Bear
calls
Restaurant
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Hotel Apply in
person aher 6 00P1.1
HAIR stylist and/or nail
technician needed at
Profiles 753-9161 or
720)320-7183

Neede :
.11

sill )1'

\I \I III \Isis
A enlooe
Training on Day Shift
Benefits include
• Air Conditioned Shop
• Paid Vacations
• 8 Paid Holidays
• Company Paid
Employee Insurance
• 40IK Plan
Send resume or apply a

Mayfield Machine
& Tool, Inc.
1111701d Pryorsburg Rd
PO. Boa 738
Mayfield. KY 42066
770-247-0501
NOW taking applications for all posttions
and all shifts_ Apply
in person at Sonic
Drivia-in, 217 S. 12th
St . Murray. KY. No
phone calls.
PARADISE Resort now
hiring for part time
posihousekeeping
tions Pay starting at
$750 Apply at 1024
Paradise Drive
Practical Dental
Assisting
We are now accepting
registration for the
Glass whwA brains
Sept 8 2007
for, will be trained on
11
Saturdays
for
weeks allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for
rewarding career
Most dental assistants
have evenings weekends and holidays off
For more information
and registration forms,
visit
our
websote
www bohiedental corn
or call our office
Dr Charles Bohle
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!
SECRETATIY,
American
Humanics/Youth &
Non ProfitLeadership
Paritime (20 hrhels),
partial Normals High
school graduate, one
year of secretanal
°venoms
Keyboarding teat
required Click on
-Ernpioymenr at
WM* murrsystate edu
for additional informa
lion Salary $7 64
hourly (July 1. 2007 $7 79) Appfy at
Human Resources.
Murray State
University 404 Spares
Hall Murray. KY
42071-3312
Wornenentriorlbes
encouraged to apply
EEO. 14/F/D, AA
empioyer
SOMEONE to dean
aparinsents for properly
management company
Send rowans lo 108 N.
121h St. Away.
TRUCK Meer needed
Regional and OTR
Must be at Nast 24
rows old wan at least 2
years
experience.
clean NUR. and good
wont history
Elite
trucking

Service*

270 382-3940
sMA

ISAM-

yARD Fawner, needed Previous experience sassferred Apply
in P•t*On at Myers
Lisette' Co 500 S 4th
Si Murray
090
& deems
Parents'
New in horns child
we center opening
June Me Please cal
750-1501 tor more
intomiellen
ATTENTION

tAiâ

WW•rivis

Of 11{101neeeeliI P1Se•
20 yenta alltienence

no-nimoss3

6
inrOffice Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..
I p.m. to 4 p.m.
320
APartmeels For Rea
MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking implicit
bons for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income
impairment
Mobility
Phone
accessible
492-8721
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12arn TOO No
1-800-648-6056 Equal
Housing Opporturay

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

WARD ELKINS
On the Square Wel

(270) 753-1713
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
I BUY running or
fixable cars trucks
. ins tractors farm &
construction
equipment ATVs
,irripers motorhomes
trailers almost anything 270-970-1010

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for

MURRAY riding lawn
mower, $150 OBO Ptr
436-5759

06 Montana Tractor,
38HP only 42 hrs
loader. 4-wheel drive
synchro-mesh trans .
like new
$12.500
(270)293-3026

good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th.
Murray.
GOOD used refngera
tors electric ranges
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters Used carpeting 753-4109
JUNK owe 8 trucks
CaN Lam 753-3633

Midas
For Sale
07 Hot tub. brand new
in package_ 6-7 person.
lots of jets, digital,
oscillator, water fall,
cover, retail 57 300.
must sell
$3.600
(573)300-1031
1 palter of rover rock.
$75 270-753-5490 or
270-703-6118
325 gallon propane
take with regulator.
$350 270-970-7003
65 tis
JVC
widescreen pro( TV
Like new, retail 53.600,
vision for $1.800 060
Murray area Email
;connaway0charter ne
for questions or pic
lures or call (618)5210294
95 Bayllinei Capri, 151/2 roundabout plus
trailer Worth $2.200
asking 51.000 060
Needs minor work
Beautiful .
82'
Thomasville sofa Off.
*nee, textured fabnc.
two throw piNows $400
080. paid $1 ,400
Cherry three-door trestle
desk
from
Thurmond's,
$150
060 Cherry two-door
end tab* cabinet. $40
000 Several lamps
753-2961
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 due $150
each. 270-492-8814
FRESH Fish
Locally grown whole
!utopia on ice at the
Saturday
morning
Farmers Market in
Murray
MD Farms LLC
2704315-2215
MUST see
mobile
home,
side-by-side
refrigerator & freezer,
Zee parts washer.
ytag Washer &
Dryer 489-2140
976 1926
NEW double garage
fully enclosed Installed
$2 865 For appoint
merit call
270 804 1806
NEW pool table. never
used.
goad
wood. carved legs. WI.
acc package. retails
$4.500. selling for
$1.500, must eel
(573)806-2311
REX'S Worm Farm
Open 24/7
Redwomis.
nightonraaers, mealworms.
waxworms. crickets
4600 Irvin Cobb Rd
436-2189
SATELLITES
DISH Network Satealle
Everyone
Systems
Qualifies! Plasma &
LCO TVs. home 'naltainmer4 osteers. TV
carts. surround sound.
coax, HDMI & conspo
noel cables Bealiwty
Antenna & Satellite
506-J N 12in Si
759-0001

Murray Ledger & Times

OWNER
FINANCE
'98 38R 2BA $5,000
down $645 month 1
acre Murray area
753-1011
1998 Waveriee 16x80,
vinyl siding, shingle
roof, 38R, 2 bath, like
new (2701489-2525

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1611 $290.00
2811 $340.00
313R $42500
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon- Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
For Rent

FOR sale by owner
on 1-acre. 573
Pottertown rd, near
Wildcat Beach. sold as
is asking $28.000.
questions contact
(850)345-0603

ROOM for rent in
pleasant house Ful
use of kitchen and
bath Cable TV & 5 premium channels plus
high speed intemet and
all utilities included
except phone $285.
$200 deposit, lease
and references No
pets 227-0406

GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERS! Zero down, Your
land or family land
731-564-9429 Ends
June 15

3811 toreclosure Buy
for only $20,200 For
listings 800-560-1951
wa. 9021

3811 only- $262 per
New Listing-3 Mobiles
Large Garage-On 2 month 5% down 20
years at 8% APR. For
lots
listings 800-560-1951
All for under 570K
eat S891
Contact Mike Conley.
Olive Branch Auction &
360
Beatty
[ Swags REMO
270 293 3232
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Moeda home Lets For Rent
$110 per month Newe
homes only 492-8488

OFFICE Of retail spita
available Pnrne location 753-2905, 2931480
UNIVERSITY Square'
IWO sq. ft. to 4500 sq
ft. CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs
REALTORS 753
.1492
.
UPSTAIRS floor 401-A
Maple. 4.000 sq ft or
can be divided private
restrooms,
offices,
counter space, Cabinets, conference room
270-978-0698

DOG Obedience
436-2858
GREAT Pyrenees puppies, AKC registered,
parents,
excellent
ready soon 753-5371
www freewebs com/c1h
leh
TOY Rat Terrier puppy,
male $75
270-753-2570

YARD SALE
94E to Happy
Holiday Travel,
turn left, go Van
Cleave to Bethel
Rd., turn left.
1518 Bethel Rd.
Thurs., Fri., & Sat.
7AM-5PM
Fisher stove, plus
clothing, something for everyone
GARAGE/ESTATE
SALE
521 S. TTH St.
Fri 6/8
Sat 6/9
8:00-2:00
No early birds

wive books lawn

STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9am -Ipm 1.4-F

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200hno
753-4109

J&I., RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
NOV. renting
Located at 205 ith St

270-436-5496
270-293-6906

1-94near MSU. other
locations available.
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9896

tools, etc

mower

YARD
SALE
907 Coles
Campground Rd.
Thurs.• 7-5
Fri. • 7-5
Sat.• 7-12
1/1 ICS
\

%( I
I

I I

29R apartments available Great location 1
year lease 1 month
depOtut no pets
753-2905
28R duplex. all appliances 1304 Peggy
Ann Drive 753-0259
29R duplex. rice.
C/VV& appliances fur
rushed. Various locations Coleman RE
753-9808

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

\I 11 I NHS

Boggess

A Beset Place to Stare"

213A washer. dryer.
dishwasher,
quiet
neighborhood. no pets.
$475 month 753-0919
293-1669
DUPLEX, quiet neighborhood. 29R $400
month. No pets
7534096
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Depose
IBR 1325
iBR $375
Coe Today!
753-8146.

•
VCCIlea%

I '..is %Si, Li MI

- ken.
s seeps'
I his,,

101111...

\‘.1111..11SLE

Neff-storage

29R new ASSU. CAVA.
appliencee Coleman
RE 753-9998

.`4,•

Available 24/7
Hwy 12IN. across
from National
Guard Armory

270-759-5555
PENNY Mini Storage
10X15 units•636
VISAMC
270 293 3232

MINISTORAGE
iinside camels control
storage
-Security Manned
-Safe & clew
•We sell boxes'
-We rent U-Haukt
'53-9603

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'All Size Units

Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

753.3853

4-12 acres & doubiewide 5 bedrooms 3
baths shop & other out
building
489-2450,
293-8035
All Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
-s stidect to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968 as amended. which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference. limitation
Of cescnminabon based
on race, color. religion
Sex

Of national ongin

or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discnini.
nation This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate whet is
in violation of the taw
Our readers are hereby
that
all
nformed
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
availed* on an equal
opportunity beat
FOR We duplex
Murray. $99,000
293-1448
%%I Iii

•

natal, Hill

ss
111,..11.hits1.1,11 ,

2-11-71.1 -1111 1

Auto Pets

USED TIRES
14 15 16 inch

Starting at S20
mounted

Cell 753-5606
'94 Caravan 3.0 motor
& rebuilt trans '95.350
30 over fresh rebuilt
86 Chevy PU 305. Can
install 293-2557
Spst Why Sabo

1,100 sq.ft. home
300 sq.ft. upstairs,
13650 U.S. Hwy. 641N,
Puryear, TN. Must be
moved. $10,000 OBO
(270)293-1437 Dan
2006 Melrose Drive.
home.
Exceptional
Campbell
Estates.
Approximately 4,400
sq.ft under roof. 4611,
3.5BA, 3 car garage.
Come see for yourself.
759-3941 or 293-4329
3811 28A home located
at 504 Blair St., Murray.
1,800 sq ft living area
with carport Large
screened porch and
large outbuilding Quiet
neighborhood .
Excellent
condition
Relocating out of state
Asking $147,900. Call
for details Shown by
appointment only 7593060. 293-2828

FORECLOSURE! 3811
only $20.200 For listings 800-560-1951 ext.
S020
I\1\II I)! \II
1)1 1(1 RI I II l'

iSIS si• it calk errilir

SOLD: 1304 Kirkwood.
3811 IBA, garage, carport 759-1746, 2271156

Open House Sat - Sun
1 00-5.00

le

rwelte I Mrs

HARLEY
Davidson
Road King Classic Too
pew, $300, stock pipes
$175, Corbin solo seat.
S175. All eke new 502
330-4232 Princeton
area.
_
1994 Halley Davidson
Ultra Classic Touring
Red, fully dressed.
270-436-6393
270-293-9543

He

LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Mankurin.
& Landscaping
Salssiairtion guaranteed
Call 753-1516
or 227-0611

,1 Hier IS satisfied."

Detailed
Housecleaning
Call Today
170)217-3031
DSNV

1-270-705-3555
Yard mowing starting in
the city at $15 a yard &
pressure washing. No
odd lobs too smallFree

estimates
, •
227-8575 Dirt Cheap
Lawn Service.
Mowing, bush trimming, gutter cleaning,
spring cleaning, &
much more

I

I

226.05115 • 435-4211'

FREE

NIL
Scrap Apen.inces • Old WWI,' 4
Meta Siam Winders IL

is.'" Mite! Mowers &Iiliii
FormE el mat •Car Patten*,

Hill Electric

03 silver Toyota Camry
LE. 53,000 miles,
garage kept. Toyota
serviced, great gas
mileage. $13,000 7594648

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
GARDEN OF EDEN
Service. Complete tree
LAWN CARE
removal, etc. Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
489-2689- 293-6073
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured.
HALL'S WAS Il
437-3044.
MANACFMF1 I
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
• weekly & special pickups
additions, decks
• locally owned/operated
junk.
Hauling, clean up
759-1151 • 293-2783
Garage, yards,
293-2784
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experienc.
Small household
repair & yard %sort.
293-411N1W4
Senior friendly.
APPOSIMPAOLII
CARP/ENTRY

1995 Lincoln Mark VIII.
Fully loaded, sunroof,
neW tires, 135,000
miles, good condition.
$3,500. 436-5747
'95 Saab 9000CS
Runs great. $3,900
OBO 978-0742
1992 Nissan Maxima,
Very good driving car
Body and interior are in
fair to good shape.
Keyless entry & sunroof Nice Alpine stereo
system with two 12
inch subs in box.
172,000 miles. $2,000.
Call 293-3705 or 7531982 If no answer,
please leave message
1986 Plymouth Reliant
753-6747

94 Mazda 133000 ext.
cab. 6cyl. auto, 13,200
0130. Ph. 436-5759
Chev
truck
'93
Shortbed, blk, excellent
condition, $3,500
Jayco 2T motorhome
low miles, fully self contained, $5,500 Phone
753-7991 or 226-9001
'93 Ranger XLT 3.0
V6. Auto 100K, new
tires Excellent condition 53.500 978-2855

2005 Layton Lee travel
trailer 26'
excellent
condition
Extended
warranty
$12.000
(270)227-9787

erts sok CIrsi.COMIS
12-iii-61-110111
PRICE REDUCED,
New
construction
1086 Robertson Rd
4.1311 2-12 bath Over
3,000 square feet
under roof 1-1/4 acres
city utilities Call
270-293-2512

"No ,job is complete until •

Nissan
1995
Pathfinder.
170,000
miles, good condition,
new tires, $2,500.
293-7491, 210-1612

92 acres west o
Murray near Bell City
Bottoms Good deer
and turkey hunting
Priced for quick sale
293-5215
[
1113Usse Cars

[
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Tree Maintenance Debris Removal
Trees shaped, trimmed or removed
Stump removal• All modern equipment
24 hour emergency service

Ron Frame, Jr.

For Sale

1 to 300 acres Wes
Owne
Calloway
489-2116,
financing
leave message

tai me's
Services, Inc.

Res.: 270-474-0323 •('ell. 270-227-3140

BOAT
INSURANCE

Since 1986

24 Noun swims
Res., Corn., & led.
Licensed & insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562

L.2122744..
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured
489-2839

JOE'S JOBS

753-4344• 227.5644

ALL Pro Lawn Care
Mowing, Landscaping
& Pressure Washing
978-5375 or 227-9424
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
1270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

SPHA ILT
i when Bros.
Paving
is. I 441 so .41,I spirricii. •

759-0501
753-1537

1 RAVIS
1SPHALT

Lake City Fence
& Welding
*I ree Estimates*
-Wood -Vinyl
4flisia link *tree
iiiaselderiaiel A commerdal

j270)205-24211
NADEAU'S
Construction
.Flooring -Decks
*Vinyl siding •All other
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed & Insured
l'‘) 1()\
I \\1 \
‘liidhe ih.e.

270-43(,-55(17

Pat mg. Sealcoating
& Hauling
1011 I it ‘1, IS

ROOFING/VINYL
SIDING

270-753-2279

Metal or Shingles
Local - Free Estimates

SACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

270-705-5696

S&M Construction
Roofing, fencing, siding, painting, decks
Free estimates. 23
years experience
!270)839-0207
It 1 \l I ‘cinating 270)887-9729

MCKINNEY INS.
IN N.5TH STREET

WE SERVICE

753-3500

All Major Appliances
and Most Moior Brands

1990 Suncruiser 20 ft
pontoon boat with
48HP 1995 Evinrude
outboard Seats 8-10
condition
Good
Includes trailer $6000
Call
(270)759-1600
x102 days. (270(4362983 evenings
2130 Chaparral Sport
limited edition 5 7 liter
Mercrusser 21 5 ft. like
new! $19,000
270-978-1929
270-293-0029
Sento Morse
A-1 Joe's

Mower

replete, tunte-Up ape-

aids 436-2867

E FOR SALE

II..
I di

4-'146
raii22--.4132

CATHY'S
Wallpapenng. Painting,
Cleaning. 270- 2276606 731-496-8904
GISTS.INRUIOZING
0-6 H. 12 ft blade
clearing, fence rows
unaerbrushing. ponds
waterways

19 YrS exPsnerre
Grog Renfro
.270-1134371'

WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
(270) 753 1713

David's
Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Floors
BrISCAS5 & %Of Joists
Remodeling &Punting
Dawl Gaernore, Neer
We Do Insurance WOdi

Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service Alt external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences.
etc (270)527-7176
DAVIS Handysvorks
Small home repairs.
siding, windows, doors,
decks, garages, roofing. 227-0484
DM HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting. siding, roofs,
decks
293-5438

ihsa & MasterCard Accepted

731-247-6422
STRUCTURAL remodeling floor joisting.
flooring & foundation
repair
Call Kenny
(270)247-7061
cell 804-8979 or leave
message
WE mow yards Good
price 435-4480,
304-6850

Calhoun Construction, LLC
General Contracting

in

II., . ,

‘11) I WM'
%In:1

LAKE LOT BARGAIN
1+AC-934,900
$196/110.'
W/FREE Boat Slips!
Deal!
Unbelievable
Nicely wooded lake
access property in
brand new premier
on
development
Kentucky Lake Paved
rd
ulg Leas Pnme
waterfronts avail Call
now 1-800-704-3154,
x.1233

A cozy 3811, 28A, near
campus, in city school
limits. Newly remodeled Quiet neighborhood Great for children. Great location.
1607
Locust
St.
$148.000. 293-6887

umrture dinner

MCKINNEY INS.
100 N. 5TH STREET
753-3500

VW 1600 engine & lots
of other VW parts.
$750.00.753-7581 or
210-4016

Carweried hes Fa Rea

G1AC

1 & 2 bdr apts No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970

Mice

7AM-12PM
Attention Alumni & Associates of Calloway Co.
Schools' Al proceeds go to support programs
and students of Calloway Co. High School.
Household items, clothes, books. Something for
everyone. 11 you have Items to contnbute, drop
%1-7PM at front
oft on Thursday, June 7 from 51)
east entrance of CCHS

Haws Fa Rent

MUST move 12x65
2811 all appliances
wd porch new water
heater, $2,300 090
t27-1979

MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

11 you love peaceful living lust minutes
from Murray. this SW charmer is a must
see With 3200 sq ft . this home Is
nestled on approx 1 5 acres with pond
8 fenced pasture 4BR 3BA se/2 car
garage & 2 Outbuildings $189,900

Call for slept

CommercialI Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing
Office: 270-761-6790

Cell: 270-978-1007
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10 years age
Hazel Alumni Association will
have its 50th amuversary reunion
on June 14 at Calloway County
High school. Ruben 0. Miller will
be the main speaker, according to
Bobby Lassiter, president.
Published is a picture of Mary
Bain and Wanda Brown who had
a score of 66 to win the George
Hart Ladies Memorial Golf Tournament at the Murray Country Club,
Else photo was by Sports Editor
and Photographer Steve Parker.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wells are
today celebrating their 60th wedding anniversary.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Wright are
today celebrating their 50th wedding anniversary.
Births reported include a boy
to Shen and Robert Hill, June 3,
and a girl to Shawn and Tony
Stout, June 5.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of the
Leadership Murray Board of Directors and executive committee discussing the September 1987 Murray class and a new scholarship
tund in memory of Max Hurt.
l'he photo was by Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Mrs. Era Buchanan was honored at a party in celebration of
her 80th birthday on May 24 at
her home near Hazel.
M.C. Garrott wntes about former Murray State University Head
Basketball Coach Harlan Hodges
in a three-part series in his twice
weekly column, "Garrott's Galley."
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Kursave,
May II. a girl to Melonie and
Richard Lowe and a girl to Teresa and Michael Snyder, June 4.
30 years ago
Murray High School Tiger Band
won the Marching Bands of American National Championship flag
at the second annual Marching
Bands of Amenca National High

COMICS / FEATURFS
Man wonders which way to go
in relationship at a crossroad

School Championship at Whitewater, Wis.
Navy
Airman
Apprentice
Stephen D. Kemp, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Chitties D. Kemp, recently
participated in the major NATO
Exercise "Dawn Patrol '77" in the
Mediterranean Sea area. He is
serving aboard the aircraft carrier
USS John F. Kennedy headquartered in Norfolk, Va.
Published are pictures taken at
the annual Charity Ball held at Murray State University Student Union
building with proceeds to go to
the Murray-Calloway County Comphrensive Care Center.
49 years ago
Larry G. Smith and Elbert Parker were inducted into the Armed
Forces in the May draft call for
Calloway County, according to Mrs.
Gussie Adams, chief clerk of Local
Board No. 10 of the Selective
Service.
Bobby Dan Galloway and Roger
Dale Henson have enlisted in the
United States Navy.
Ted Ford Sykes, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Dick Sykes of Murray,
graduated from Tulane Medical
School, New Orleans, La., on May
29.
Fourteen persons were fined in
the City Court of City Judge
William H. (Jake) Dunn during
the past week.
50 years ago
Rebuilding has started on the
gutted interior of First Christian
Church. located on North Fifth
Street,
Murray,
which
was
ddirstroyed by fire on Nov. 17,
1056. The bnck walls were not
damaged in the fire.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Lovett
Sr. were married 50 years June
4.
Judith Ann Waldrop, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Waldrop,
and Robert Key Overbey, son of
Mr. and Mrs. George Ed Overbey
Sr., were married June 2 at Union
Grove Church of Christ, Murray.

DEAR ABBY: I find myself
in a head vs. heart situation.
I have ended an emotionally
draining relationship of more
than 10 years. As I tried to
find the courage to "move on,"
I found myself turning to a
married woman who understood
everything I
had experienced and
made
me
believe that
she was also
looking for
the courage
to change
her
situation.
Our
Dear Abby relationship
grew
into
By Abigail
something
Van Buren
more than it
should have, considering her
marital status -- and a considerable amount of time has
passed.
I still believe she is my
closest friend, but I don't know
if I should continue to support her in the hope that she
will make a change. Or is it
time to face the realization
that I have made a big mistake and try to cut my ties
with this woman? I am at the
point of near obsession with
wondering if this vision in my
heart will ever come true.
My heart says hold out; my
head says back away. I'm looking for objective wisdom. -BAFFLED IN WASHINGTON
DEAR BAFFLED: Please
listen to your head. Listening
to your heart has brought you
to the point of near obsession.

tian Association was founded in
London.
In 1918, the World War I Battle of Belleau Wood, which resulted in a U.S. victory over the Germans, began in France.
In 1925, Walter Percy Chrysler
founded the Chrysler Corp.
In 1934. the Securities and
Exchange Commission was established.
In 1942, Japanese forces retreated in the World War II Battle of
Midway.

In 1966, black activist James
Meredith was shot and wounded
as he walked along a Mississippi highway to encourage black
voter registration.
In 1968, Sen. Robert F. Kennedy
died at Good Samaritan Hospital
in Los Angeles, a day after he
was shot by Sirhan Bishara Sirhan,
In 1978. California voters overwhelmingly approved Proposition
13, a primary ballot initiative calling for major cuts in property
taxes.

Todayinllisterv
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, June 6,
the 157th day of 2007. There are
208 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 6. 1944, the "D-Day"
invasion of Europe took place during World War II as Allied forces
stormed the beaches of Normandy,
France.
On this date:
In 1606, French dramatist Pierre
Corneille was born in Rouen.
hi 1844, the Young.,Men's Chris-

Obsession is not love; it is a
sickness.
Time is the most precious
gift we have, and you have
already wasted enough of it.
Face it: She wasn't your pot
of gold at the end of the rainbow; she was your "comfort"
station on the way to your
destination. It's time to move
on.
DEAR ABBY: I have been
married for six years. It's the
second marriage for both of
us.
The issue arises when I
open an e-mail from my family. My husband stands over
my shoulder and reads it while
I am reading it. I think it is
rude, and he should not read
it unless I invite him to. The
e-mails are never about him
and rarely contain anything I
wouldn't share with him, but
I think he should wait to be
invited.
Since both our families live
in the same town, sometimes
a subject will be mentioned
that is personal, and I can't
count on him to be discreet.
I would like the chance to at
least see what the e-mail is
about before he reads it and
then casually gossips about it
to his family (which has happened). I don't want to get
separate e-mail addresses,
though, because he would think
I am hiding something. (This
happened in his first marriage.)
What's the answer? -- INVADED IN ORTONVILLE, MICH.
DEAR INVADED: The
answer is a frank and possibly unpleasant conversation
with your husband. His first
wife's behavior seems to have
left him with serious trust
issues, and that's why he insists
on reading your e-mails over
your shoulder.
If you want privacy, you
are going to have to demand
it. And if he wants to know
why, you are going to have
to tell him that he can't be
trusted not to gossip. You
should not have to pay the
penalty for the indiscretions
of his former spouse.
•
••
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DEAR ABBY: My husband
of 39 years no longer hugs
me or shows me any affection. I have seen him through
cancer and diabetes. We have
four grown children, and we
have been seeing a therapist
for a year and a half. He is
kind, generous and friendly,
but there are no compliments
or any of the flirtatious banter we used to enjoy.
He swears he's not having
an affair, and he doesn't know
why he has changed. Perhaps
you do? -- GRACE IN
PHOENIX
DEAR GRACE: Several
possibilities come to mind. Your
husband could be depressed,
or his change in behavior could
he related to hormone levels
or medication. Perhaps, in addition to the therapist, his physician should be consulted.
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Silent heart attack
can be a killer
DEAR DR. GOTT: I would
like you to explain to me about
a silent heart attack. I have
experienced one but know very
little about it.
DEAR READER: Ordinarily, heart attacks are associated
with
severe chest
that
pain
radiates to
the left arm
and shoulder. However, on rare
occasions,
this pain is
Dr. Gott absent or
mild. People
may
not
By
Dr. Peter Gott even suspect
they
have
had a coronary occlusion —
but the heart damage is present and permanent, leading to
characteristic electrical patterns
on the electrocardiogram and
on other testing, such as a
stres, test.
A silent heart attack must
not be ignored because it can
lead to a repeat event that
could be fatal. I urge you to
follow up with a cardiologist,
who will test you further and
offer advice about how to avoid
additional risk. You are a perfect candidate for the diagnostic gold standard: coronary
angiography (special X-rays of
your coronary arteries) so that
specialists can determine the
location and extent of any arterial blockages. Don't delay
seeking a consultation with a
specialist.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Coronary Artery Disease."
Other readers who would like

a copy should send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, PO
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: After
many years of having problems with constipation, a friend
told me about golden flaxseed
meal. You can purchase it at
health-food stores. You simply
sprinkle it on your cereal for
breakfast. It has no flavor, so
it is easy to eat and works
very well.
DEAR READER: Thanks
for the tip.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Three
years ago, I was diagnosed
with type II diabetes. I was
put on insulin and a 1,500calorie-a-day diet. I lost about
60 pounds and was able to
quit taking insulin after nine
months. I am now taking 850
milligrams of metfonnin twice
daily but can't seem to keep
my blood sugar stabilized and
haven't lost any more weight.
I should lose about 20 more
pounds. I would like to try
your no-flour, no-sugar diet,
but I haven't been able to find
a copy of your book.
DEAR READER: "Dr.
Gott's No Flour, No Sugar Diet"
is available in most bookstores
or online at www.amazon.com
and www.barnesandnoble.com.
Using it should enable you
to lose the final 20 pounds
that challenge you. I suspect
the weight loss will enable
you to stabilize your blood
sugar and discontinue your diabetes medication altogether.
Congratulations on your successes thus far. Keep me posted.

ContractBridge
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
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•A 6 4 3
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2•
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I•
4•
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4+
Pass
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Opening lead — four of clubs.
"Holmes," said Dr. Watson as he
showed the famous detective the
accompanying hand, "here is a further example of the ill fortune that
has recently plagued me. 1 contracted
for six spades, and West led a club. I
ruffed, drew trumps, played the /v-KQ of hearts, discarding a diamond
from dummy, then led a diamond to
the ace and a diamond back.
"Alas, East showed out, and West
took two diamond tricks to put me

down one. l had expected East to
have the king of diamonds, in view
of his vulnerable three-club bid, but
to my dismay, defeat suddenly
became my portion."
"My dear Watson," Holmes
replied as he refilled his pipe,"things
are riot always what they sewn. Just
as many enthusiasts who love the
game dearly, but who fail to make
full use of their deductive powers,
you neglected to utilize ChleS you
could have exploited.
"It was eminently correct to ruff
the club, draw trumps and cash three
hearts, but you should then have
ruffed the six of hearts in dummy and
the jack of clubs in your hand. In so
doing, you would have learned that
East had started with precisely-two
spades and four hearts. Eases vulnerable three-club overcall would have
suggested that he had at least six
clubs; hence, he could not have been
dealt more than one diamond.
-Accordingly, you would next
have played a low diamond from
your hand and a low diamond from
dummy! You could then sit back and
reap the rewards of your astute
analysis. Whoever took the trick
would be forced to yield the slam."
"A marvelous diagnosis, by
Jove," said Watson adminngly.
"Purely elementary," the great
detective replied.

Tomorrow: To finesse or not to finesse.
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What are Jesus' thoughts on anger, resentment
By Richard Youngblood, Minister at University Church of Christ

or internalize feelings of frustration,
anger or resentment. When strong feelings are crammed into the unconscious
mind, turning the rage inward, they
usually result in depression and anxiety.
the mental and bodily tension can
bring on v arious physical disorders
Unless these feelings can be safely
released. you may eventually 'blow-up'
and hun someone you care for, Of you
may do or say something embarrassing
and sinful
In response to this kind of
e 11101101141 turmoil, RUM

the problem.

to become angry, for man's anger does
not bring about the righteous life that
The
God desires' (James 1:19-20)
apostle Paul wrote, In your anger do
not sin; do not let the sun go down
while you are still angry' (Ephesians
4:26-27 N1V). Notice that it is not
sinful to be angry or to express anger.
Jesus became angry and demonstrated it
when He drove some unscrupulous
money-exchangers out of the temple in
Jerusalem (John 2:13-17). You should
not repress your anger as if anger is a
sinful emotion.
Instead, you should find a way to
deal with any anger, ideally before the
day ends. Do not let it smolder
Inwardly. As we read, "Do not let the
sun go down while you are still
angry." Immediate angry reaction to
what seems like an injustice may cause
you to sin in your anger and perhaps
provoke further injustice. At that
moment, exercise patience. Be "slow
to anger" and "slow to speak" in your
anger. After taking the time to allow
the heat to go out of the moment, you
can engage in thoughtful reflection and
evaluation. Then, before carrying away
any inner anger and resentment from
the situation, you should go deal with

Question: Lately I've been stnigKling with a lot cif inner anger and
resentment. How can I deal with
these emotions without blowing up at
someone? What would Jesus do?
Answer: It is unhealthy to 'repress'

counselors

advocate venting or openly verbalizing
Some recommend things
uur hatred
like cursing, shouting, beating a punching hag, or throwing things
In contrast. the Bible teaches Christians to take charge of their emotions
and Ti cuntrol anger, but it also dis,uurages repression of our feelings
1 rider the guidance of God's Holy
spirit James said. 'Everyone should be
quick tu listen. slow to speak and slow

At that point you can

express your feelings and attempt to
resolve the problem. Having done this,
you do not have to feel the inner pressure of hidden anger.
In addition. I believe Jesus would
recommend the following pnnciples for
(1)
dealing with pent-up emotions:
Make your daily irritations a matter of
prayer. (2) Talk over your negative
feelings with a mature and understanding Christian friend who can more
objectively advise you. (3) In a spirit
of love and forgiveness, seek an appropnate And less emotional time to talk
with anyone that may ha* offended
you. (4) Remember your own sinfulness that has been forgiven by God
and by others in your life. (5) Look
for a way that God can use life's frustrations and irritations to teach you
patience and to help you grow spiritually. May God bless you with spiritual
and emotional health.

Send questions or continents- to University Church of Christ, 801 N. 12th,
Murray. KY 42071 or phone 270-7531881. This article is reproduced on the
web: www.nchrisLorg

TOMMY DILLARD/Ledger & Times
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Western Kentucky newspaper identified with Confederate values
o

By BERRY CRAIG
For the Associated Press
HICKMAN. Ky. IAP) —
One of Kentucky's oldest newspapers has Rebel foots.
"The South." the Hickman
Couner editorialized in 1861,
"is bound, in order to have her
nghts, in order to maintain her
honor, and the honor of her citizens. to secede."
1-ew Bluegrass State newspapers were more rabidly Rebel
than the Courier, founded in the
tultun County Seal in 1859.
Kentucky papers
Few. it irs.

have been published longer
under their original name than
the weekly Courier.
"We say we are the oldest
newspaper in western
Kentucky," said Barbara Atwill.
business manager.
Most of Editor George
Warren's readers shared his
Southern sympathy. Fulton
County is part of the Jackson
Purchase, dubbed "the South
C'arolina of Kentucky" for its
strong Confederate views during the C'ivil War.
Warren believed that the rest

of Kentucky would become
Rebel, too. He warned proUnion Kentuckians. who were
the majonty almost everywhere
hut the Purchase, that "all who
attempt to impede or retard the
triumphant march of the people
-- determined to assert and
maintain their honor, will be
crushed and trampled to death

proceedings" and threatened,
"If the State does not afford
some redress, and that too

rise against the Yankees.
"Thousands are now ready
with their muskets to atone for,

quickly. Southern Kentucky
will per force link her destiny
with that of chivalrous

and redeem the State," he

Tennessee."

beneath their feet."
Warren was disappointed
when the Kentucky legislature,
having spurned secession,
adopted neutrality in May,
1861. He claimed the Purchase
"feels humiliated at the present

wrote.
Warren was wrong. The legislature put Kentucky on the
Union side. Except in the
Jackson Purchase and a few

Confederate troops invaded
western Kentucky from the
Volunteer State in September.
1861. occupying Hickman and

other counties, many more
Kentuckians wore Yankee blue

Columbus. Union troops from
Cairo, Ill., seized Paducah and

than Rebel gray in 1861-1865.
Even so, Editor Warren prac-

Smithland.

ticed what he preached. He and
his brother, Edward K. Warren,
who helped start the Courier,

With neutrality gone, Warren
expected Kentuckians to finally

tles.
George Warren'returned to
the Courier after the Civil War
ended in Confederate defeat in
1865. Back at the editor's desk,
he made the paper "an independent Democratic sheet" with
"a very large circulation,"
according to "Kentucky: A
History of the State" by J.H.
Battle, W.H. Perrin and G.C.
Kniffen.

by Jacquelin Blear

Horoscope
BIRTHDAY
I hursday. June 7, 2007:

11.‘1'PY

for

I his year you will leave an
unpresston wherever you go, if

that is what you desire.
11011.1110118, Sad

volunteered for the 7th
Kentucky Confederate Infantry,.
The Purchase regiment fought
at Shiloh, Tenn., Vicksburg,
Miss., and in other bloody bat-

Your

guielawileswil

image builds to a new level.
allowing for greater opportunities. Know what you want, and
you'll take the first step down
the path toward success.
Understand what a strong power
you could become. Be willing to
brainstorm and openly change
your opinions. Invest in your
future, perhaps through education. If you are single, meeting
people will be a snap. Choosing
the nght person might not be as
easy or successful. Be aware
that someone important will
enter your life in 2007. If you
are attached, loosen up And
allow more back-and-forth
Recognize that at times you
could he demanding. PISCES
triggers you.
the Stars Show the Kind of
lou'll Have: 5 Dy
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so,

I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
** intuitively you know Velefl to
slap down from the plate and
head for the dugout What you
thought might work has perhaps
a 9:1150 chance Brainstorm with
someone who has different
ideas Solutions will appear
Tonight Rest up ithe weekend is
coming

unconventional path opens
doors and helps you understand
Tune in to your intuitive and spiritual side Tonight Exercise to
music
=-Assw 22)
te Lion loves the lanelight or wants everything his or
her way Most likely, you personally manifest this charactenstic
Right now, relax and be passive
No pouncing lust receiving or
following Tonight Time with a
special person
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Allow someone else to
command and make decisions
At the present point, all you
would get is flak with each decision Be smart and know when
to pull back Brainstorm and be
open to different ideas Tonight
Just don't be alone Of course,
you could throw a spontaneous
Patti
UBFIA (Sept. 23-Oct. n)
*** All work and no play might
add to your present grumpiness
Consider the sense of satisfaction you will have when you
accomplish your goals A conversation could be provocanve
forcing you to consider some
basics Tonight Get some exercise -- the summer is coming'
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Sometimes carrying
around a tape recorder or notebook might be smart like today
Your croatrinty swells, and you
might want to pot down art idea or
two You'll also meet people with
sass and exude unusual magnetism Tonight Start the week
end early.

***Ta

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Prioritize as you might
have a lot on your mind You
could be scattered impulsively
going from one direction to
Know when to say
enough' Try working from
home if possible Turn on the
answering machine Tonight
Happy at home
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*a*** Others seek you out
for what seems to be way too
many reasons especially if you

are trying to concentrate. Your
popularity soars, though you
might be impatient with the interruptions. Go with the moment.
Much news heads your way
Tonight. Hang out with friends.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 28-Feb. 18)
*ire Stop Make sure you
absolutely know what you are
doing with money and spending
What you believe is OK could
become a problem Tap into a
resourcefulness
friend's
Organize your routine more
Tonight. First pay bills or look at

I
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ATTENTION
KATRINA SURVIVORS
If you are a Katrina survivor
and have not received services
from the West Kentucky
Workforce Investment Board,
you may be eligible for cash
assistance and/or specialized
services.
CALL TODAY FOR
DETAIL!
1-800-928-7233
*Childcare
*Vision
*Utilities

*Housing
*Clothing
*Tools

I

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
••
• Don't try any other dim-

West Kentucky
Workforce

lion than the obvious one, even if
you /eel a touch bored Another
path might work, but being
sornevitiat conventional counts
to many sn your Ws Conami
through a conversation that el of
you are on the same page
Tonight Moro, to be Pwndlisel

Investment Board

INSURANCE

CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
•••** Your swoon combines
with your ingenuity creating the
possibility of a slain-dunk The

yemil

"4""°""'

step down and bed( off from the
roie of star of the show Allow
others to come forward and lead
The satisfaction gained by all

parties is irreptacaabla Build a

***** A child or loved one is
full of information and feedback
if you express a willingness to
listen. Your personahty helps
others reveal their thoughts and

MA SECOND CHANCE WITH OUR FRESH START PROGRAM!

TAURUS (April 2041sy 20)
***era Youl pin only II you

stronger support team wtth
friends and family Toright Only
*Note people are

your budget.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)

perhaps a hidden self. Don't
iudge so much. You will be happier. Tonight: Others will join in.
BORN TODAY
Singer Prince (1958), artist Paul
Gauguin (1848), singer Tom
Jones (1940)
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CHRIS LEE / AP

St. Louis manager Tony La
Russa, right, congratulates
So Taguchi (99) after Taguchi
hit a game-winning RBI single in the bottom of the ninth
inning Tuesday against the
Reds in St. Louis.

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times

Newly-named Laker basketball coach Bruce Lane was introduceil Tuesday afternoon during a press conference in the Media Center at Calloway County High

DECISION TO HIRE BRUCE LANE AS BIRDSONG'S REPLACEMENT WAS SIMPLE
By SCOTT' NANNEY
Sports Editor
• The decision facing Calloway County
High School administrators and an
appointed search committee was really
no decision at all when it came to replacing former Laker basketball coach Terry
Bird4ing.
A little more than 24 hours after
Birdsong was introduced as the new
Graves County coach on Monday, CCHS
officials unanimously selected his longtime assistant, Bruce Lane, to captain the
J..akers' ship.
Calloway Athletics Director Bill
Cowan said Tuesday's hiring of Lane met
the school administration's goal of hiring
coaches from within the district.
"If there ever was going to be a
coaching) change, he was going to be
he first choice," Cowan said. "He's
Partied it with his success as an assistant
coach and in coaching our IV (junior-v arsky)learn. ... This provides us with some
'debility. and that means a lot in any athiktic program."
According to Calloway Principal
Yvette Pyle, there was no question who
the school would turn to when Birdsong
left.
Even three years ago — when
Birdsong applied for, but did not get. the
job at his alma mater, Marshall County
-- Lane was being considered as the
coach's possible successor.
"We've just been bombarded with
calls and comments in favor of Bruce
Lane." noted Pyle. "He's just a great part
of our faculty and staff here.... He's been
part of a successful program here, and he

If there ever was
going to be a (coaching)
change, he was going to
be the first choice 77
— Bill Gowan
CCHS Athletics Director on the
hiring of Bruce Lane
has the skills, ability and talent to do this
job."
Lane, 37, takes over the CCHS program after serving several years as an
assistant coach at various locations — the
previous eight under Birdsong at
Calloway. where the two helped guide
the Lakers to an average of 22 wins per
season.
During that time. Calloway won one
First Region championship (2003) while
playing in the region title game in three
of the past five seasons. In the last six
seasons, the Lakers have posted a regionbest 131-52 record, which equates to a
winning percentage of 72.
"We're going to do some new stuff,
but it's not like we're going to totally
revamp the program," Lane said. "We've
had a lot of success here with the same
system, so we're definitely going to do a
lot of the same stuff."
Lane inherits a Laker squad coming
off a 22-10 finish in 2006-07, which
included a trip the semifinal round of the
First Region Tournament, where it fell to
Paducah 'Tilghman, 64-56.

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Bruce Lane smiles during his press conference Tuesday afternoon in the
Media Center at Calloway County High School. Lane replaces Terry Birdsong,
who coached at CCHS for eight sesons before being named Graves County
head coach Monday.
However, some key parts of that unit
have graduated. leaving Lane with an
inexperienced team that features no seniors.
"We're going to be inexperienced," he
said. "But we still expect to be competitive. We've got some good, young kids
that we're going to have to be patient
with. Hopefully, the tradition we've built

BARR, OLSEN JOIN ROB
CROSS AS ASSISTANTS FOR
JODY ADAMS

MStJ Media Retats
Tate Olsen, left, and Kerensa Barr have been named new

Murray State assistant coaches by Lady Racer head coach
Jody Adams

ST. LOUIS (AP) — The St.
Louis Cardinals lost another
catcher, and kept on winning.
Pinch hitter So Taguchi singled over a drawn-in outfield in
the ninth inning for his second
straight game-winning hit in a 43 victory over the Cincinnati
Reds on Tuesday night.
The Cardinals won for the
fifth time in six games but lost
Gary Bennett, who left in the
second after getting hit by an
Aaron Harang breaking ball.
Manager Tony La Russa said
Harang should be suspended for
letting the pitch get away. The
team described the injury as a
contusion to the back of the
skull and La Russa said he had
not been updated on Bennett's
status.
"There isn't anything in baseball that I object to more," La
Russa said. "Whether we hit
them or they hit them, I've said
it for almost as long as I've been
managing: I'd suspend a guy
two weeks to start with.
•See CARDS,2C

By MSU Media Relations
First-year Murray State Lady Racer head basketball coach Jody Adams has announced the hiring of assistant coaches Kerensa Barr and Tate
Olsen to her staff.
"I am very happy to add Kerensa and Tate to
our staff," said Adams. —Their individual experiences. their energy and their passion for the game
will enhance our program in many ways. and they
will be excellent additions to and ambassadors for
Murray State University."
Barr comes to MSU from Missouri, where she

here will carry over to these kids."
Despite the transition, assistant coaches Ed Chapman and Adam Ragsdale will
remain on the Laker bench alongside
Lane. who also hopes to add the help of
former CCHS standout Chase Futrell.
"It's definitely going to be an adjustment," said Lane of his move to the head
See LANE, 2C

played four seasons for the Tigers and served as an
assistant coach for the last two seasons. She
earned bachelor's degrees in finance and banking
and real estate from Missouri in 2003 and earned
her master's in business administration from
Mizzou in 2005.
As a player. at the time of her graduation. Barr
held Missouri career records in assists (489) and
free-throw percentage (.812). She ranked second
in career steals (242) and career 3-point fieldgoals attempted (319) and third in career 3-pointers made (1(9).
Barr was also a member of the Lady Tigers'
1,000-point club, finishing her career ranked 17th
with 1.186 career points.
As an assistant coach with the Lady Tigers, the
West Plains, Mo., native was responsible for the
•See MSU, 2C

ORLANDO,Fla.(AP) — The
Orlando Magic are close to
resolving their coaching fiasco by
agreeing to a deal to dismiss Billy
Donovan and hire Stan Van
Gundy, according to reports
Tuesday.
ESPN.com repotted Donovan
and the team were finalizing an
agreement for his departure.
Terms would prevent Donovan
from coaching in the NBA for five
years, sources told the outlet. The
Orlando Sentinel reported that the
Magic offered a contract to Van
Gundy, a former Heat coach and
current adviser to Pat Riley in
Miami.
The Magic might have to compensate the Heat with money or a
draft pick because Van Gundy is
still under contract through June
30, 2008. Miami only has a firstround pick, No. 20 overall. in this
year's draft, while Orlando currently has a first-rounder and three
second-round selections.
Reached at his home Tuesday
night by The Associated Press,
Van Guild), declined comment
when asked if either the Magic or
Sacrament6 Kings — with whom
he's interviewed twice, including
this past Saturday — had made
him any contract offers.

it • Wednesday, June 6, 2007

•MSU
From Page 1C
development of point guards.
shooting guards and forwards
She also worked with opponent
scouting reports and pre-game
warm-ups. She was responsible
for all recruiting correspondence. assisted with the planning and adnunistenng of official and unofficial visits and
evaluated prospects at high
school and NCAA-certified
events
Olsen wines to MSU front
Southern Illinois. where he
served as J graduate assistant
coach with the Salukis for two
seasons alongside Adams, who
was an associate head coach on
that staff.
Olsen earned his master's in
physical education from SIU
last May. (hi the bench, be was
responsible for film exchange
and video editing. as well as
overseeing the practice players.
participating in other administrative duties with the Saluki
program.
Olsen earned his bachelor's
degree in mathematics from
Oregon State in 2(X)5. where he
served as a women's basketball
undergraduate assistant coach.
At OSU, he was Involved with
ilrn exchange and video editing.
and took part as a practice player throughout his scholastic
career at Oregon State.
For a year. the Medford. Ore.,
native was an intern with the
()SU Beaver Sports Properties.
working with market and client
research the creation and assembly of promotional matenals and
game-day management
iTu

Lindy Salter
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SPORTS
Sluggin' Cardinals mcis

From Page 1C
"A month the next time And
then a season, if a major league
pitcher doesn't have better command than that."
Bennett took over regular
n't have a year to adjust to duties after Yadier Molina broke
McDonnell's style, McDonnell his left wnst last week. Bennett
challenged the Cardinals to not walked to first alongside a team
wait to have the breakthrough trainer before heading to the
season they've been waiting for.
clubhouse, leaving after a
—Me seniors are very mature. headache developed.
This is it, this is their last go.
After the game Bennett said
round," McDonnell said. "I just his head was still pounding "a
tried to make it clear to them, to little bit." but thought he would
get them to believe in me ... that be OK.
we didn't have to wait."
-The doctor checked me out
They didn't. Led by Zack and he thinks everything is
Pitts, the Big East Pitcher of the going to be all right," Bennett
Year. and an offense that almost said. "I hope the headache goes
never stopped hitting. Louisville
away and we go from there."
put together one of the best reguKelly Stinnett, signed on
lar seasons in school history. The
finished the game while
Sunday,
Cardinals went 40-20, losing
crash course on the
a
getting
East
Big
twice to Rutgers in the
staff.
pitching
tournament, setbacks that put an
"He's pretty much learning as
almost-certain N('AA tournareliever Ryan Franklin
goes,"
it
ment berth in jeopardy.
to tell him all seven
had
"I
said.
The hours waiting out the
in a matter of like,
pitches
my
of
cknerve-ra
were
show
selection
."
seconds
30
a
ing. The Cardinals didn't have
Juan Encarnacion homcred
tradititm-nch history to rely on.
David Eckstein had three
and
lar
spectacu
not
if
only a solid
and an RBI for the
hits
resume. When their name flashed
Isringhausen
up on the screen dunng the tour- Cardinals. Jason
struck out
and
two
walked
(3-0)
presthe
show,
n
narnent selectio
two in the ninth against the
sure cased.
runners
"From the moment it was Reds, who stranded 15
last
the
over
on
seven
left
and
to
going
were
announced that we
a regional. I think the world was three innings.
Aaron Miles drew a leadoff
off our shoulders," McDonnell
walk in the ninth off Jared
said.
Maybe, but the weight Burton (0-I), advanced on a sacseemed to come crashing back nfice and went to third on Jon
down in Louisville's tournament Coutlangus' wild pitch. Taguchi
opener against Miami (Fla. l. The hi! a 3-2 pitch over the head of
Cardinals found themselves right fielder Norris Hopper.,two
down 7-3 to the mighty days after homering in the 10th
Hurricanes when McDonnell inning at Houston.
"He's a terrific late-game
made a trip to the mound in an
effort to calm his squad down. player," La Russa said. "He's
MIAM1 had the bases loaded with
just absolutely cool under presone out. and McDonnell knew sure and he can make a lot of
this could be the defining things happen...
moment of his team's season.
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bash their way into
Super Regionals
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (API -Boomer Whiting took a second
and let the moment soak in.
Standing on the grass at Jim
Patterson Stadium on Tuesday
Afternoon, the SCTUOT Louisville
outfielder watched as members
of the Cardinals support staff
scattered about the stands, power
washing seats and pointing to
where they expect the 20)0 temporary bleachers to be on Enday
when the Cardinals (44-21) host
Oklahoma State (41-19) in the
best-of-three NCAA Super
Regionals.
It was a scene Whiting could
hardly have imagined as a freshman. when Louisville played in
crumbling Cardinal Stadium in
front of dozens of friends and
family and thousands of empty
seats.
"It seemed like nobody was
there," Whiting said while being
flanked by reporters, a rarity for a
program that's long toiled in the
shadow of football and basketball.
The fans are-here now. The
('ardinals have already sold out
the 1.5(X)-scat grandstand at
gleaming Patterson Stadium and
expect as many .4.1%10 to pack the
temporary bleachers and the
berm that nms the outfield for the
biggest %enc. in school history.
Not had for a program that
had never won an N('AA tournament game entenng this season
and featured a new coach in Dan
McDonnell, who had to convince
10 seniors to buy into his system
quickly.
During his first meeting with
the team last fall. McDonnell
didn't talk to his players about
rebuilding. Looking at a roster
full of talented veterans who did-

CIP Agf /E": AU CPIA 1:2'CP

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can'
211 S 12tn St • Murray KY .753-3415
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
Al Timms COT
East Division
L Pot GB
W
—
37 20849
Boston
9
28 29 491
Toronto
11
27 32 458
Baltimore
1/2
31
44611
25
New York
24 32 42912 12
Tarnoi Bay
Central DIvisMn
L Pct GB
W
—
35 21 625
Cleveland
561 3112
25
32
Detroit
28 29 491 71/2
Minnesota
8
26 28 481
Chicago
21 38 35615 1,2
Kansas City
Division
West
L Pet GE
W
—
38 22 633
Los Angeles
30 25 545 5 1/2
Seattle
1/2
6
526
30 27
Oeklend
16
21 37 362
Texas

Pietiond League Standings
Al Times COT
East Division
L Pet GB
W
—
36 21 625
New York
33 26 559 3 1/2
Atlanta
7
29 29 500
Pholadeiphia
8
29 31 483
Florida
13
397
35
23
Washington
Central Division
L Pet GS
W
—
33 26 559
Milwaukee
8
25 30 455
ST Louis
1/2
7
431
33
25
Pittsburgh
24 32 429 7 112
Chicago
8
24 33 421
Houston
11
22 37 373
Cincinnati
West Division
L Pct GB
W
—
34 23.508
San Diego
—
35 24.593
Anions
1/2
34 24.586
LOS Angeles
7
30.474
27
San Francisco
27 31 486 7 1/2
Colorado

TUdadey's Games
Cleveland 1 Kansas City 0
Toronto 12, Tampa Bay 11
N Y Yankees 7. Chicago White Sox 3
Texas 7, Detroit 4
Oakland 2. Boston 0
Seattle 5, Baltimore 4
LA Angels 5. kannewola 1
Wednesday's Games
Minnesota ISiovaly 0-0) at LA Angels
(Lackey 9-3) 2 35 p m
Baltimore(0 Cabrera 4-6) at Seattle
(Washburn 5-4). 3 35 p m
Kansas City (Bannister 1-31 at
Cleveland (Byrd 6-1) 6 05 p m
Tampa Bay (Karma 3-3) at Toronto
(Ohlia 2-4). 807 pm
N Y Yankees(Wang 4-4) at Chicago
Whde Sox (Vazquez 3-3). 7 11 p.m
Detroit iVerlander 5-2) at Texas
(Millwood 2-4), 7 35 p m
Boston (Wakefield 5-6) at Oakland
(Kennedy 1-4) 9 05 p m
Thursday's Gimes
Kansas City (Perez 3-5) at Cleveland
(Carmona 6-1). 11 06 a m
Tampa Bay (Jackson 0-7) at Toronto
(Burnett 5-5). 11 37a m
Boston (Schilling 5-2) at Oakland
(Blanton 5-3), 2 35 p m
N V Yankees (Mustard 2-3) at Chicago
White Sox (Contreras 4-5), 7 11 pm
Detroit (Wroth 3-2) at Texas (Los 1-5),
7 35 pm

lo sow ow ra.'one nb.scr.cs
.
Ctellarf la WM

Tuesday's Games
Atlanta 3 Florida 1 1st game
Florida 5 Atlanta 1 2nd game
Pittsburgh 7 Washington 6
•
.
Philadelphia 4, NY Mists 2, 11 innings
"Sr'
5
Cubs
Mikvaukse 7, Chicago
St Louts 4, Cincinnati 3
Houston 4 COIOnldo 1
Anzona 4 San Franosoo 3. 10 ratings
San Diego 1, L.A Dodgers 0
Wedneadey's GISMOS
Florida (Olsen 4-Slat Atlanta (Davies
3). 12 05 pm
Chicago Cubs (Zarnbrano 5-5) at
Milwaukee (Suppan 7-5). 1 05 pm
Pittsburgh (Duke 2-6. at Washington
(Bowie 2-2) 6.05 p m
Philadelphia (Eaton 5-41 at N.Y filets
(0.Hemandez 3-1). 6- 10 p m
Cancinnak (Arroyo 2-6) at St Louts
(Thompson 4-1). 7 10 p m.
Houston (1.4/ Williams 2-7) at Colorado
(Cook 4-2). 8 05 p m
San Francisco(Moms 6-2) at Arizona
(Webb 5-3). 8 40 p m
\•'
LA Dodgers (Wolf 7-3) at San Diego
(Maddux 4-3). 9 05 p m
Thursday's Games
Pittsburgh (Snell 5-4) at Washington
(Chico 3-4). 12 05 p m
Houston (Oswalt 6-4) at Colorado
(Buchholz 2-3). 2 05 p m
Philadelphia (Harnets 8-2) at N Y Mets
(Maine 6-3). 6 10 p m
Chicago Cubs (Hill 4-4) at Atlanta
(James -4) 6 35 p.m
Cincinnati (Lohse 2-7) at St Louis
(Wainirmght 4-4). 710 p m
San Francisco (Lowry 5-5) at Arizona
(L.Hernandez 5-3). 8:40 p.m
L.A. Dodgers(Kim 0-1) at San Diego
(Peavy 7-1), 905 p.m.

L

lel Bib H.• 753-5442

IV, radio
TODAY
COLLEGE SOFTBALL
7 p.m
World Series championsh.p
ESPN2
wanes game 3 warns TBA al
Oklahoma City tit necessary,
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
1 p.m.
Chicago Cubs at kl.twaukee
WON
II pm.
Philedelphis al N Y Mots
SPN
WI.HOCKEY
7 p.m
NOC - Playoffs finals garoe 5•
Ottawa at Anaheim (if necessary)

•Lane
From Page 1C
coach's seat. "But v e learned a lot from Terry.
Hopefully. I can use a lot of that (knowledge)."
While accepting his new responsibilities on the
court, not much will change off the court for Lane.
who will continue in his role as a health and physK•al education teacher at CCHS.
"I feel like this is a good situation for me," said
Vane, whose wife. Leigh Ann. is also a teacher in
the Calloway school system at Southwest
Elementary The couple have two children: Olivia.

2, and Stephen, 10 months. -This is where I want
to live and raise my children."
Lane's impact on the lives of young studentathletes was a major factor for search committee
member Steve Humphreys.
"The most important thing for me is not so
much the development of players, but the development of young men," said Humphreys. whose son.
Josh, is a riling sophomore in the Laker program.
"I think ('oach Line has a good relationship with
the players in this program. and I think they will
grow under him
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_
church
In Parsons InSIMIMMad in putting together a learn for a co-ed
2 or
softball league M Murray should call Dana Shendan at 752-045
begin in July.
Lydia at 227-7453 League play is scheduled to
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Miller Memorial Golf Course
Four Person Team Scramble
Hole Contests! Prizes! Entry includes:
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Eating in the Fast Lane
By REBECCA WRIGHT,
MS, RD, LO
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
It seems the busier we are, the
faster we eat. And we eat meals running out the door, driving in the car,
w9rking at our desk instead of sitting
at: a dining table. It is so common for
us, these days to eat on the run.
But are we really making healthy
chpices when we grab and go? And is
ovg digestive system absorbing the
morients as it should when we are
inhaling a meal in 5 minutes?
• And could the reason for indigestion
be not only from the food choices but
the speed of our meal?
Taking time to use all your senses

at mealtime is important. Look at your
food, smell the delicious scents, and
savor each bite that you place in your
mouth. And slow the meal down for 20
minutes or more to enjoy it fully. Eating is fun so don't rush the experience.
And an added bonus with eating slow
is that you may fill up without overeating.
Some ideas on improving the quality
and quantity of what you eat at meals:
— Sit at a table to eat, even if it's
a snack.
— Look at each bite before you
take it.
— Chew, chew, and chew your
food.
— Always eat from a plate.

— Eat only when you are hungry. If
it's been less than 3 hours, then it's
probably not true hunger.
— Add a glass of water to each
meal and sip on it between bites of
food.
— Enjoy your meal choices. Try a
new food each week to add variety.
And, it's ok to leave food on your
plate.
Don't break the speed limit at your
next meal. Slow down for your health
and for the fun of it. If you need
encouragement, education and accountability, help is just a phone call away.
To schedule an appointment, call my
office (270-762-1834) at the Center for
Health and Wellness.

Study: Folic acid does not
prevent precancerous colon
polyps, may increase risk

CHICAGO (AP) - - High doses of tollc acid do not prevent precancerous colon polyps in people prone to them and
may actually increase the risk of developing the growths, a
new study finds.
It's the latest evidence that taking too many vitamins may
be harmful. Last month, a study linked heavy vitamin use to
fatal prostate cancer, and other research has shown beta-carotene
pills can heighten smokers' risk of lung cancer.
The results surprised scientists. Previous studies showed diets
low in folic acid led to a higher risk of colon cancer.
Now researchers speculate that some folic acid helps — as
long as the colon is free of microscopic cancer cells. But once
cancer starts, folic acid may feed its growth.
Some scientistt who reviewed the new findings said folic
acid fortification, now required in some U.S. foods, should not
be increased and that other nations considering fortification
should be cautious.
The new findings, appearing in today's Journal of the American Medical Association, are based on data from 987 adults
with a history of precancerous colon polyps. Those who took
folic acid developed more growths, or adenomas, several years
later than the people who took dummy pills.
"You really should not take folic acid to prevent colorectal
adenomas. It's ineffective for that purpOse," said study coauthor Bernard Cole of Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center.
Folic acid is an artificial version of folate, a B vitamin
found in leafy vegetables, citrus fruit and beans. It prevents
birth defects and is needed for the production of red blood
cells.
In the study, participants randomly were assigned to take
either folic acid or a dummy pill. Researchers followed them
for about six years.
Participants got screening colonoscopies a few years into the
study and 44.1 percent of the folic-acid takers had precancerous polyps. That compared to 42.4 percent of the dummy-pill
group.
The difference was not statistically significant, but the results
of a second round of colonoscopies a few years later were
more troubling. Among the folic-acid takers, 11.6 percent had
advanced adenomas while 6.9 percent of the dummy-pill group
did. And folic acid more than doubled the rjskof having three
or more precancerous polyps.
For those who got the real vitamin, the daily dose was I
milligram, more than double the recommended daily allowance
for folic acid. All participants consumed even more folic acid
than the researchers had in mind because the Food and Drug
Administration began requiring enriched grains to be fortified
AP with folic acid in 1998, several years after the study began.
The FDA adopted the fortification policy to prevent birth
in this photo provided by Emory University, Chris Slade, former outside linebacker for the New
defects, and some health advocates want even higher levels ot
England Patriots is given an ultrasound in Atlanta Sunday.
folic acid in foods. But fortification may have unintended
a 10-year career spent mostly set up for various tests: body be available through his own effects on people at risk of cancer, said Dr. Joel Mason, an
with the Buffalo Bills. "We're fat analysis, blood Assji‘ire pro
expert on folate and cancer prevention at Tufts University in
Itaming more *about hoW
cheekk;
screeningS,
Ven- will still collect the Boston who was not involved in the new study.
abused our bodies."
blood sugar profiles, carotid data ,and track the outcomes,
"Right now it would not be appropriate to blindly go forth
Roberts and those who work artery ultrasounds, CT scans but we'll also see that we're and further increase the levels of folic acid
without better
with his foundation have already of the heart.
making a difference in their understanding the potential risks," Mason said. "And whether
screened some 1,200 former
The former players also filled lives," Roberts said.
we continue folic acid fortification should be an open debate
players and shared the infor- out a medical questionnaire,
He's already making a dif- over the next few years."
mation with the Mayo Insti- received a sleep apnea test to ference. More than 60 former
Mason said he believes folic acid someday may earn a role
tute. The early findings show do at home and met with a players attended the Atlanta
in cancer prevention, perhaps at smaller doses than given in
this group is especially at risk physician once to discuss screening. though the bulk of
the study.
for sleep apnea, hypertension, improvements in their lifestyle. the estimated 18,000 NFL alumabdominal obesity, high cho- They received some of the ni — most of them retirees
lesterol and enlarged hearts.
results right away, but most — have yet to' take advantage
While those are the same will come in the mail in about of the free program.
issues that affect older, over- six weeks.
"We probably have a group
weight people in the general
"I've taken my calcium and here that is more inclined to
population. Roberts is con- got all zeros," said Tim Jones, do these sort of things," said
cerned that the ever-increasing a former receiver. "That's good. Dr. Douglas Morris, director
size of NFL players will only I didn't die."
of the Emory Heart Center.
magnify those problems once
Those needing further exam- "Their buddies who are not
they retire.
ination or treatment will get here are probably the ones we
Including the Treatment of Hearing
"We don't have the answer referred to a doctor in their ought to really be looking for."
to that yet, but it's on our area or urged to see their own
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
Those who came were glad
minds and it's part of what we're physician. One day, Roberts they did, even with all the
No Referrals Required
looking at." he said. "We do hopes. that sort of care will poking and prodding.
Dr. Phillip Mapper
know that these risk factors.
Most
Insurance Accepted
which are present in the players and the general population,
Beverly Jones - Audiologist
are all correctable and all treatPatricia Klapper RN'Hearing Aid Specialist
able. We've got the first step
in the process completed. which
is we know what our risks
are."
Laser Hair Removal
At Sunday's screening.
Leg & Face Veins • Skin Discolorations
Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
which was held at Emory CrawFacial Rejuvenation
ford Long Hospital in conjunc300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071
tion with a weekend conven(270) 761-4999
tion for retirees of the NFL Play16Z.4 Hwy. In N. - Murray
(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926
ers Association, rooms were
AL. www.upwrroylaws.coon SO

NFL retirees learn about health

ch
or

By PAUL NEWBERRY
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — Chris
Slade is only 36 years old. He
tries to stay away from junk
food. He still runs four or five
times a week.
• Not exactly the sort of person who would seem at risk
Of health problems.
. Then . he remembers Reggie
White, the Hall of Famer who
ditd suddenly in 2004.
He was just 43.
• "That woke everybody up,"
said Slade. an NFL linebacker
for nine seasons who retired
after the 2001 season. "No one
was in better shape than Reggie. You can't be too sure or
top careful."
So. Slade turned out Sunday at a downtown Atlanta
hospital along with dozens of
retired NFL players like himself. They moved slowly from
one room to the next, spending about three hours getting
poked with needles and hooked
up to machines.
.These guys were the backbone t.t• the league, helping
create the multi-billion-dollar
behemoth that rules the sports
wcirld. Now, they're part pjf_a
growing effort to learn more
about the health problems facing retired football players, in
hopes of preventing someone
elfe from dying young.
:"You spend all those years
ramming into people and using
your body as a weapon," said
6 -year-old Jeff Van Note, a
former Atlanta Falcons center.
"I: want to know about my
bqdy, what's wrong with it and
what, if anything. I can do to
heslp it."
:That's just what Dr. Archie
Roberts had in mind when he
folinded the Living Heart Foundation six years ago. As a formkr backup quarterback-turnedcardiologist, he was uniquely
mralified to spread the message about that happens to so
many of these guys when the
ctreering stops.
:"When they were younger,
they thought they were invincible," Roberts said. "I did,
tot. I ended up having a stroke
after never being sick a day
in: my life.:That was eight years ago.
RAberts recovered, but the 65year-old doctor still has a nasty
scar down the left side of his
nack as a reminder. It also
spiirred him to help other former players get a better hantilt on their health.
:"We can't forget the guys
who helped get the league to
where it is." Roberts said.
;Others are coming around
to his way of thinking.
:The league and its players'
union recently teamed up to provide financial assistance to formit' players afflicted with
diinentia and related brain probleMs. Also, the NFL is trying
to: come up with a whistleblower program that will reduce
the chances of someone being
ptrssured to play with a conctrssion.
; Roberts is focused on the
mit of health issues that face
everyone as they get older, but
are particularly acute for large
men who once played a violert, demanding game.
les hard enough to cut down
on the hearty appetites that
were so necessary when they
were practicing. running and
lilting weights every day. It's
eqen tougher to keep working
odt when every joint in your
taidy is hurting.
"When you•re playing linebacker. you're actually seeking contact," said Lucius Sanford. who did just that dunng
•
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• No Drugs
• No Injections
• No Surgery

1102 Chestnut Street, Murray (across from Wendy's)

Perks
• Free one-on-one oriental i4
• Discounted massage therapy
• Fitness assessment and
• Free daily locker service
individuali/ed exercise
• Free towel service
prescription
• Discounts on nutrition
• Group fitness classes
counseling
• Monthly health screenings
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•Scheduled aquatic classes
• Outdoor walking track
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Whiskey maker puts craftsmanship into barrels
When temperatures turn colder,
By BRUCE SCHREINER
the liquor comes back out of the
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — wood,each time bringing with it
Not even devoted fans of Jack more color and flavor.
A master distiller decides
Daniel's would recognize the
clear liquid poured into barrels when whiskey reaches maturity,
at the popular whiskey's then nungles !NUM from different barrels for the desired taste.
Tennessee distillery.
At that point, the potent brew The exception is for premium
look, more like "white light- single-barrel brands.
Unlike Brown-Forman, other
ning" than the world's best-selling whiskey. It's while maturing whiskey producers buy their
for years inside new charred barrels rather than make their
won't diswhite oak barrels that the own. Brown-Iwhiskey acquires its amber close bow mu4i a barrel costs
color, plus most of its taste and for propnetary purposes. Those
master distillers are just as picky
aroma.
Brown - about the barrels used to age
Louisville-based
Forman Corp. pays close atten- their handiwork.
•The bottom line is, if you
tion to producing the barrels. Its
barrel plant, among the largest don't have a good barrel, the
in the country, mixes tradition product that comes out of it is
with a mechanized process to not going to be good," said
keep pace with demand for Jack Parker Beam,co-master distiller
Daniel' and its Kentucky bour- at Heaven Hill Distilleries,
which has several barrel supplibon whiskey brapds.
"A barrel is a very important ers for its bourbons, which
part of the recipe of the finished include Evan Williams and
product." said Jerry Nalley, pro- Elijah Craig brands.
Beam, a descendant of Jim
duction manager at Blue Grass
Beam, wants a certain moisture
Cooperage
Each bourbon maker has its content in the wood. If it's too
own barrel specifications. so high, "the wood is going to be
having its own cooperage allows too porous and the whiskey
Brown-Forman to make sure its doesn't age good," he said.
Even with the best-made barbarrels are tailored to its needs.
Brown-Furman master distiller rels, a portion of the bourbon is
lost to evaporation dunng aging
Chris Morns said.
— which insiders refer to as the
a
has
plant
Louisville
The
long history. It started as a furni- "angels share." Bourbon makers
ture factory in the early 1920s, want sound barrels to mini ze
then turned into a munitions that loss, said Jerry Dalton, ms
plant that made nfle stocks for ter distiller at Jim Beam, which
the British. Once the United buys its barrels.
"We don't want to make the
States entered World War II, the
plant produced plywood used in angels too happy." he said.
Moms said having access to
bombers and fighter planes.
Brown-Forman purchased the freshly made barrels is imporplant after the war and convert- tant in producing the company's
ed it to make barrels for its bourbons.
Morris, who is based in
whiskeys.
Each week, 191 production Louisville, will visit the barrel
workers make 10,000 to 11,000 plant occasionally — a recognibarrels, each holding 53 gallons tion of the partnership between
- amounting to anywhere from distiller and barrel makers.
"He knows what he needs out
240 to 280 bottles of whiskey.
our wood to make his
of
are
stnps
of
oak
Huge columns
stacked in pallets outside the whiskey." Nalley said. "And
plant. Inside, chugging machin- that's ousajob, to give him what
he needs."
ery noisils shapes the wood.
To keep pace with demand,
Some 90 percent of barrels
are filled with Jack Daniel's, the plant uses 24 million to 26
reflecting the brand's robust million board feet in a year.
market sham Case sales of Jack Because (if strict specifications.
Daniel's Tennessee Whiskey demand for barrels is constant.
rose 6.6 percent last year to 8.9 Jack Daniel's and Kentucks
million cases, and the brand is bourbons are stored in new
sold in 135 countries. The rest of charred oak barrels, as required
the barrels will hold Brown- by law.
Reusing a barrel. Bedford
Forman's Old Forester and
Woodford Reserve bourbons. said, would he "kind of like
('asc sales for Woodford using a coffee bag or a tea bag
Reserve, the company's premi- You just wouldn't get the same
bourbon, effect the second time around."
um. small-hatch
Used barrels still have value.
reached 100.(00 last year. up 23
The company sells them to other
percent over 2005
"We rely completely on the spirits makers to store rum,
barrel tOr the color and a lot of tequila. scotch, Irish whiskey
the flavor." said Jimmy Bedford, and other liquors.
The Brown-Forman barrel
master distiller for Jack
Daniel's. which is produced in plant is a hive of activity.
Conveyer belts move wood
Lynchburg. Tenn.
icr heat, the strips around for processing. In
l)unng the s
the char tunnel, flames shoot
whiskes expands into the ss,,od

insi e o eac arupw • as
rel is blackened. The outside of
the barrel retains its light oak
color.
To look for leaks, a worker
pumps water and pressunzed air
into each barrel. At the end of
assembly, if there are no water
leaks and pressunzed air shoots
out when the barrel is
unplugged, then the barrels are
ready to be shipped to a distillery.
Other tasks remain hands on.
Melissa Kappel has one of those
Jobs. The petite 2I-year-old is a
barrel raiser — an old-fashioned
job that requires piecing togeth-

era ew zen strips • Wi.. to
form each barrel. The job is one
of the highest paid and most grueling.
Each barrel raiser is expected
to assemble 268 barrels per
shift. She and her male colleagues are constantly in
motion, reaching for wood strips
and putting them in place.
fast.
pace
The
is.
Methodically. Kappel picks out
strips with differing widths to
form a barrel. She finishes by
wrapping a metal ring around
each barrel.
"It was kind of hard at first,"
she said dunng a break. "The

AP
as
barrels
whiskey
oak
of
inside
the
through
shoot
Flames
they are charred at the Blue Grass Cooperage in Louisville,
Ky. At left, rough cut sections of white oak lie stacked outside
the Blue Grass Cooperagewhere they will eventually be made
into the whiskey barrels.
hardest part was being able to of the pack among five barrel
get the rhythm and getting faster raisers — behind two men and
ahead of two others.
at it."
"At first, a bunch of therrt
There were plenty of
doubters when she started out 2 (male co-workers) would jump
in and try to help me," she said.
1/2 years ago.
"Everybody told me. 'Just "But now they won't. Now they
wait until you go back there rais- don't want to do anything for
ing barrels, you're not going to me. nothing."
Kappel is keeping alive a trabe able to do it" said Kappel,
who lives in Elizabethtown. "1 dition as rich as the whiskey her
just wanted to show them that I barrels will hold.
"The final product is still the
could do it. and I went back
same," Nalley said of the plant's
there and did it."
A scoreboard keeps track of handiwork. "A barrel today
each worker's pace. On a recent would look like a barrel 200
shift. Kappel was in the middle years ago."
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The begineengs of an oak otheskey barrel in place, barrel raiser Melissa Kappel sends the proiect on to the next station as
in
the barrels are assembled at Blue Grass Cooperage
Ky
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